
ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS FOR DESCRIPTION OFCONDITIONAL INDEPENDENCE STRUCTURES1By Milan Studen�y and Remco R. BouckaertAcademy of Sciences of Czech Republic and Utrecht UniversityA chain graph (CG) is a graph admitting both directed and undi-rected edges with (partially) directed cycles forbidden. It generalizesboth the concept of undirected graph (UG) and the concept of directedacyclic graph (DAG). A chain graph can be used to describe e�cientlythe conditional independence structure of a multidimensional discreteprobability distribution in the form of a graphoid, that is, in the formof a list of statements \X is independent of Y given Z" obeying a setof �ve properties (axioms).An input list of independency statements for every CG is de�nedand it is shown that the classic moralization criterion for CGs embracesexactly the graphoid closure of the input list. A new direct separationcriterion for reading independency statements from a CG is introducedand shown to be equivalent to the moralization criterion. Using this newcriterion it is proved that for every CG there exists a strictly positive dis-crete probability distribution that embodies exactly the independencystatements displayed by the graph. Thus, both criteria are shown tobe complete and the use of CGs as tools for description of conditionalindependence structures is justi�ed.1. Introduction. Using graphs to describe conditional independence struc-tures among random variables has a long and rich tradition. One can distinguishtwo classic approaches (for details see the book [22]): using undirected graphs(UGs), also called Markov networks, or using directed acyclic graphs (DAGs),also named Bayesian networks or (probabilistic) inuence diagrams. The aim wasto describe e�ciently independency models in the form of lists of statements \Xis independent of Y given Z", where X;Y; Z are disjoint sets of variables. Suchstructures can arise in several calculi for dealing with uncertainty in arti�cialintelligence: in probabilistic reasoning, in the theory of natural conditional func-tions known also as kappa-calculus, in possibility theory or Dempster-Shafer'stheory of evidence (for an overview see [25]) but also in the theory of relationaldatabases. Of course, di�erent calculi produce di�erent independency models,but in case of nonextreme knowledge representation they share �ve basic prop-1This work was supported by the grant of the AV�CR n. 275105, by the grants GA�CR n.201/94/0471 and n. 201/98/0478, and by the grant M�SMT n. V�S96008.AMS 1991 subject classi�cations. Primary 62H99; secondary 62H05, 68R10.Key words and phrases. Chain graph, conditional independence, Markovian distribution,input list, c-separation, completeness. 1



2 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTerties which de�ne the class of graphoids [22]. Note that the importance of thoseformal (graphoid) properties in statistics was emphasized by Dawid [8].Graphoids can sometimes be described graphically. Thus, every UG de�nes bymeans of a separation criterion an independency model which is a graphoid. Theuse of UGs in probabilistic reasoning was justi�ed by the result from [12], whereevery such UG-model was shown to be a probabilistic independency model. Nev-ertheless, many graphoids (even probabilistic models) have no UG representa-tion (that is, are not UG-models). Therefore Pearl [22] proposed to approximategraphoids by their contained UG-models (I-maps) and showed that for everygraphoid M there exists a unique maximal UG-model contained in M , calledthe minimal I-map of M .The evolution of DAG-models was more complicated. Originally, DAGs wereused to describe recursive factorizations of probability distributions. But sucha factorization is equivalent to the requirement that the considered distributionsatis�es a set of independency statements known as the causal input list. Nev-ertheless, the distribution usually satis�es many other independency statementsoutside the causal input list. Much e�ort was exerted to �nd a graphical cri-terion that makes it possible to read from a DAG all independency statementsnecessarily valid in the factorizable distribution. In fact, two equivalent crite-ria were found. Lauritzen et. al. [18] generalized an incomplete criterion from[13] and formulated a moralization criterion where testing consists of 3 steps:restriction of the DAG to a certain set of nodes, transforming it properly to anUG (called the moral graph), and using the separation criterion for UGs withrespect to the moral graph. The group around Pearl developed a direct separa-tion criterion [10], based on the concept of d-separation (directional separation)for paths in DAGs. It was shown that the criteria are equivalent [18] and thatthey give exactly the graphoid closure of the causal input list [28]. Finally, thecriteria were shown to be complete for probabilistic reasoning by showing thatevery independency model de�ned by the separation criterion is a probabilisticindependency model [11]. Thus, DAG-models were established and their use inprobabilistic reasoning was justi�ed. As in the case of UGs Pearl [22] consideredthe problem of inner approximation of graphoids by DAG-models. In contrast tothe case of UGs several maximal DAG-models contained in a graphoid may exist.In fact, any ordering of variables can generate a minimal I-map of a graphoid;the corresponding construction is given in [28].This paper deals with chain graphs (CGs) which allow both directed andundirected edges. This class of graphs, introduced by Lauritzen and Wermuth[15], generalizes both UGs and DAGs. To establish the semantics of CGs oneshould associate an independency model to every CG. Some steps were alreadymade. Lauritzen and Wermuth [16] intended to use CGs to describe indepen-dency models for strictly positive probability distributions and introduced theconcept of the chain Markov property which is analogous to the concept of causalinput list for DAGs. Lauritzen and Frydenberg [17, 9] generalized the concept ofmoral graph and introduced a moralization criterion for reading independencystatements from a CG. Frydenberg [9] characterized CGs with the same Markov



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 3property (that is producing the same CG-model) and Andersson, Madigan andPerlman [3] used special CGs to represent uniquely classes of Markov equivalentDAGs. Whittaker [31] in his book gave several examples of the use of CGs, andother recent works also deal with them [6, 20, 23, 30], the most comprehensiveaccount is provided by the book [19]. Several results proved here were alreadypresented (without proof) in our previous conference contribution [5].An alternative approach to the generalization of UGs and DAGs was startedby Cox and Wermuth [7] who introduced a wider class of joint-response chaingraphs which allow also 'dashed' directed and undirected edges in addition tothe classic 'solid' directed and undirected edges treated in this paper. Andersson,Madigan and Perlman [1] introduced an alternative Markov property to give aninterpretation to those joint-response CGs which combine dashed directed edgeswith solid undirected edges (of course, another independency model is associatedwith those CGs). The di�erent interpretations were compared by Richardson [23].In this paper some of the above mentioned results concerning UGs and DAGsare extended to the case of CGs. In the next section, we introduce terminologyand recall some known basic properties. In Section 3 we de�ne the concept ofinput list of independency statements for CGs and show that the independencystatements which can be read from the graph by means of the moralization cri-terion are exactly those derivable from the input list by means of the graphoidproperties. In Section 4 we introduce a new direct graphical criterion for readingindependency statements from a CG, based on the concept of c-separation (chainseparation) for routes in a CG, and show its equivalence to the moralization cri-terion. In Section 5 we prove the completeness of the separation criterion, thatis whenever a statement (that is a potential independency statement) cannotbe read from the graph according to that criterion, then there exists a strictlypositive Markovian distribution (that is satisfying the input list) which does notsatisfy the considered statement. The Appendix (Section 6) contains technicalproofs of auxiliary results, important for the completeness proof. In the Conclu-sions (Section 7) we summarize the results and derive the strong completenessresult which says that for every CG there exists a strictly positive discrete prob-ability distribution satisfying exactly those independency statements that canbe read from the graph. We discuss the potential usefulness of CG models andformulate open questions in that section, too.2. Preliminaries In this section, we review basic concepts and some oftheir properties. First, we separately give de�nitions of probabilistic and graph-ical concepts. Then we recall the de�nitions concerning the graphical represen-tation of independency models.Convention 1. Throughout the paper, we sometimes use a shortened nota-tion: juxtaposition XY instead of X[Y and u instead of fug. Thus, for exampleX n Y u denotes X n (Y [ fug).



4 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERT2.1. Independency models Let N be a nonempty �nite set of variables. ThenT (N) denotes the collection of all triplets hX;Y jZi of disjoint subsets of Nwhose �rst two components X and Y are nonempty. An independency modelover N is a subset of T (N). fNote that Pearl [22] used the term 'dependencymodel' just for brevity. However, as we interpret triplets in T (N) as independencystatements, we decided to use the term 'independency model'.g The class ofelementary triplets E(N) consists of ha; bjZi 2 T (N) where a; b 2 N are distinctand Z � N n ab.A potential over a set Y � N is speci�ed by a collection of nonempty �nitesets fXi; i 2 Y g and by a nonnegative real function R on the cartesian productQi2Y Xi. We accept a natural convention that the empty cartesian productQi2?Xi is regarded as a singleton. Thus, a potential over ? is nothing but anonnegative number. If R(y) > 0 for all y 2 Qi2Y Xi, then R is called strictlypositive. The marginal of R for a set X � Y is a potential over X , denoted byRX and de�ned by the formula RX(x) =PfR(x;w); w 2 Qi2Y nX Xig, wherex 2 Qi2X Xi.A potential P over N with P? = 1, that is PfP (x); x 2 Qi2N Xig = 1,is called a probability distribution over N . fNote that throughout the paper welimit ourselves to discrete probability distributions.g Evidently, the marginal ofa probability distribution P over N for X � N is a probability distribution overX , called the marginal distribution of P for X .Let P be a probability distribution over N and hX;Y jZi 2 T (N). Then, wesay that X is conditionally independent of Y given Z with respect to P or thatP satis�es hX;Y jZi if 8 x 2Qi2X Xi y 2 Qi2Y Xi z 2Qi2Z XiPXY Z(x;y; z) � PZ(z) = PXZ(x; z) � P Y Z(y; z);and write X ?? Y jZ [P ]. fHere we follow Dawid's original notation [8].g Thestatement X ?? Y jZ [P ] is called an independency statement.Each probability distribution P overN de�nes an independency model overN ,namely the model f hX;Y jZi 2 T (N); X ?? Y jZ [P ] g called the independencymodel induced by P . An independency model over N is then called probabilisticif it is induced by some probability distribution over N .Let P be a class of probability distributions over N , for example the class ofclass of strictly positive probability distributions overN . Then having L � T (N)and u 2 T (N) we will say that L probabilistically implies u w.r.t. P if everyindependency model induced by a P 2 P containing L also contains u. Havinga set L � T (N) its probabilistic closure w.r.t. P is the set of all triplets in T (N)which are probabilistically implied by L w.r.t. P .An independency model M over N is called a semigraphoid if it satis�es thefollowing properties:hX;Y jZi �! hY;X jZi symmetryhX;Y W jZi �! hX;W jZi decompositionhX;Y W jZi �! hX;Y jWZi weak union[hX;Y jWZi & hX;W jZi] �! hX;Y W jZi contraction



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 5where W;X; Y; Z � N are pairwise disjoint. One should understand the proper-ties as follows: if M contains the triplets before the long arrow, then M containsalso the triplet after the long arrow. A semigraphoid M is called a graphoid if itmoreover satis�es:[hX;Y jWZi & hX;W jY Zi] �! hX;Y W jZi intersection.Having a set L � T (N) its graphoid closure, denoted by gr(L), consists of alltriplets in T (N) derivable from L by means of consecutive application of graphoidproperties. Analogously, the semigraphoid closure is de�ned. It is well-knownthat every probabilistic independency model is a semigraphoid and every inde-pendency model induced by a strictly positive distribution is a graphoid, see [8].Speci�cally, for L � T (N) every triplet from gr(L) belongs to the probabilisticclosure of L w.r.t. the class of strictly positive probability distributions.2.2. Graphical concepts In this paper we consider graphs with (possibly)three di�erent kinds of edges, namely with undirected, directed and virtual edges.SupposingN is a �nite nonempty set of nodes a (virtual) graph overN is speci�edas follows. For every ordered pair [u; v] of distinct nodes u; v 2 N exclusively oneof the following �ve possibilities is determined:� there is a line (= an undirected edge) between u and v, denoted by u! v,� there is an arrow (= a directed edge) from u to v, denoted by u! v,� there is an arrow from v to u, denoted by u v,� there is a virt (= a virtual edge) between u and v, denoted by u v,� there is no edge between u and v in the graph.Moreover, it is understood that whenever one of those possibilities is determinedfor a pair [u; v], then it is also determined for the dual pair [v; u] according tothe following rules: v ! u i� u! v, v ! u i� u v, v  u i� u! v, v  u i�u v, and there is no edge between v and u i� there is no edge between u and v.The reader may notice that our terminology reects the convention exactly: wesay 'between' in the case of a symmetric relationship and 'from - to' in the case ofan asymmetric relationship. The chosen mathematical notation also reects theway that the edges are represented in pictures. We say that a two-element subsetfu; vg of N (i.e. an unordered pair) is an edge in the graph if either u ! v oru! v or u v or u v. It is evident from the de�nition that at most one edgecan occur between two distinct nodes in our graphs (for example it is impossibleto have simultaneously u ! v and u ! v). Similarly, no edge returning to thesame node exist in our graphs (for example, it is impossible to have u  u).That is a principal di�erence from the case of more general reciprocal graphs [14]or from the case of general directed graphs [24]. Moreover, the reader should beaware of the fact that our virts do not correspond to the 'dashed lines' used byCox and Wermuth [7]. We use virts as an auxiliary tool, to make some proofsmore elegant and easy to undestand.An alternative (but potentially ambiguous) way to introduce a virtual graph isto say that it is a coupleG = (N; E) whereN is a nonempty �nite set of nodes, E aset of two-element subsets ofN called edges and where every edge has speci�ed its



6 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTtype (by this is meant that one of those corresponding four possibilities is chosen).A hybrid graph is a virtual graph without virts (containing lines and arrows only).An undirected graph (UG) is a hybrid graph without arrows (containing linesonly), a directed graph is a hybrid graph without lines (containing arrows only).Note that the empty graph (= without edges) is simultaneously an undirectedand directed graph!A subgraph of a graph G = (N; E) is a graph H = (V;F) where V � N ,F � E and the type of edges in H coincides with their type in G. The inducedsubgraph of G for a nonempty set T � N is a special subgraph of G, denotedby GT , having the form GT = (T; ET ), where ET = f fu; vg 2 E ; u; v 2 T g. Theunderlying graph of a graph G is the graph with the same set of nodes and edgesas G, but every edge in the underlying graph is a line (only types of edges maydi�er).A route in a virtual graph G is a sequence of its nodes � : v1; : : : ; vk; k � 1such that fvi; vi+1g 2 E for every i = 1; : : : ; k � 1. We will also use the symbolfor route � to denote the set of its nodes fvi ; i = 1; : : : ; k g. Note that nodescan repeat in a route, therefore the set can have less than k (distinct) nodes.By the set of edges of � we will understand f fvi; vi+1g ; i = 1; : : : ; k � 1 g. Wewill say that � is a route from a node u to a node w if v1 = u and vk = w. Aroute between u and w is a route from u to w or from w to u. The same phraseswill be applied for sets of nodes instead of single nodes. A subroute of � is asequence of nodes vj ; : : : ; vt, 1 � j � t � k. We will sometimes write explicitly� : a! b! c d e when the type of edges is known. A path in a graph G isa route in which no node appears more than once.Supposing � and � are two routes in a virtual graph over N we will say that� meets � (or they meet each other) if they share a node. Having a route � anda set of nodes Z � N , we will also say that Z meets �, or more often that � ishit by Z, if a node of � belongs to Z. If � is not hit by Z, it will be called freew.r.t. Z. Note that we will very often say simply that a route or subroute is hitresp. free, as the set Z will be clear from the context.A route or subroute is undirected if every its edge is a line. A set of nodes S ofa virtual graph G is connected if for every couple u; v 2 S there is an undirectedroute between u and v in G (or equivalently an undirected path). Maximal con-nected sets in G are called connectivity components of G (the maximality meansthat no superset of S is connected). Clearly, the connectivity component con-taining a node u consists of all nodes v such that there exists an undirected route(resp. path) from u to v. A connected graph is a graph having one connectivitycomponent, only.An undirected cycle in a graph G is a sequence of its distinct nodesv1; : : : ; vk; k � 3, such that under convention vk+1 = v1 one has vi ! vi+1 fori = 1; : : : ; k. A connected UG is called a tree if it contains no undirected cycles.Later we will utilize the following equivalent characterization of trees whoseveri�cation is left to the reader.



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 7Lemma 2.1. Let G be an UG over N . Then the following conditions areequivalent:(i) G is a tree,(ii) there exists just one undirected path connecting each couple of nodes in G,(iii) every undirected path s1; : : : ; sl, l � 1 in G can be prolonged into a sequenceof distinct nodes s1; : : : ; sk, k � l involving all nodes in N such that8 1 < i � k there exists exactly one 1 � j < i with si ! sj in G.A directed pseudocycle in a graphG is a sequence of its nodes v1; : : : ; vk; k � 3,such that under convention vk+1 = v1 one has vi ! vi+1 or vi ! vi+1 fori = 1; : : : ; k and surely vj ! vj+1 for at least one j 2 f1; : : : ; kg. If it consists ofdistinct nodes it is called a directed cycle.A directed acyclic graph (DAG) is a directed graph without directed cycles. fInfact, from the grammatical point of view, the correct phrase is 'acyclic directedgraph'. However, we prefer the widely accepted abbreviation 'DAG'.g A chaingraph (CG) is a hybrid graph without directed cycles. A chain for a hybrid graphG overN is a partition ofN into ordered disjoint (nonempty) subsets B1; : : : ; Bn,n � 1 called blocks such that the types of edges in G are determined as follows:� if fu; vg is an edge in G with u; v 2 Bi then u! v,� if fu; vg is an edge in G with u 2 Bi; v 2 Bj ; i < j then u! v.We leave it to the reader to verify the following lemma, which justi�es the ter-minology 'chain graph'. One can refer to [9] for some implications or to Lemma2.1 in [26].Lemma 2.2. Let G be a hybrid graph. Then the following conditions areequivalent:(i) G is a chain graph,(ii) G has no directed pseudocycles,(iii) there exists a chain for G,(iv) the set of connectivity components of G can be ordered such that it forms achain.Let G = (N; E) be a virtual graph and B a set of nodes in G. ThenpaG(B) = fu 2 N nB ; u! v for some v 2 Bg is the set of parents of B,chG(B) = fu 2 N nB ; u v for some v 2 Bg the set of children of B,neG(B) = fu 2 N nB ; u! v for some v 2 Bg is the set of neighbours of B,adG(B) = fu 2 N n B ; fu; vg 2 E for some v 2 Bg the set of adjacents of B,and bdG(B) = paG(B) [ neG(B) the boundary of B.A route � : v1; : : : ; vk; k � 1 is descending if 8i = 1; : : : ; k � 1 either vi ! vi+1or vi ! vi+1. If there exists a descending path from a node u to a node v, then vis a descendant of u, or dually u is an ancestor of v. The symbol dsG(B) denotesthe set of descendants of nodes in a set B, anG(B) denotes the set of ancestors
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f fff

f
fff
f f fa bc de f g hi j k? ?? ?@@@R���	Fig. 1. Example of a chain graph from [9].

ff f f ff? ?Fig. 2. A complex of degree 4.of nodes in B. We will omit the symbol of the graph G if it will be clear fromthe context.Note that for every connected set B in a CG (especially one node) the setsB, pa(B), ne(B), and ch(B) are pairwise disjoint. If nodes u and v belong tothe same connectivity component of a virtual graph, then ds(u) = ds(v) andan(u) = an(v). Conversely, for every node u in a CG G the set dsG(u) \ anG(u)is the connectivity component of G containing u.A set of nodes X is ancestral (in G) if it contains ancestors of its nodes, thatis, anG(X) � X . fNote that Frydenberg [9] used the adjective 'anterior' insteadof 'ancestral' and gave another equivalent de�nition, which is immaterial in thecontext of this paper.g Let us mention that an ancestral set contains with everynode the connectivity component containing the node.Example 2.1. Figure 1 shows a chain graph G taken from [9] to illustratesome graphical concepts. In G, we have pa(e) = fcg, ch(e) = fjg, ne(e) =ffg, bd(e) = fc; fg, and ad(e) = fc; f; jg. The partition fa; b; c; dg, fe; f; g; hg,fi; j; kg is an example of a chain for G. The sequence of connectivity componentsfa; b; c; dg, fe; fg, fg; hg, fi; jg, fkg is also a chain for G. Further in G, an(e) =fa; b; c; d; e; fg and ds(e) = fe; f; i; j; kg. The set an(e) is ancestral, but ds(e) isnot an ancestral set.



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 92.3. Graphical representation of independency models A subway between nodesu and w in a virtual graph G is a path � : v1; : : : ; vk; k � 3, where u = v1 ! v2,8 i = 2; : : : ; k�2 vi ! vi+1, and vk�1  vk = w. If no additional edge betweenthe nodes of T = fv1; : : : ; vkg exists in G, it is called a complex in G. fNote thatFrydenberg [9] used the term 'minimal complex' for what we call a complex andused the word 'complex' for another concept which we consider to be superuous.We hope that our change simpli�es the terminology.g Thus, a complex is nothingbut an induced subgraph GT of the type depicted by Figure 2. The nodes v1 andvk are called the parents of the complex, the set fv2; : : : ; vk�1g the region of thecomplex, and the number k � 2 is the degree of the complex.The moral graph of a CG G = (N; E) denoted by Gmor is the virtual graph(N; E [ F) where F = f u  v ; u; v 2 N such that fu; vg 62 E and thereexists a subway between u and v in Gg. That is, the type of old edges is savedand the new edges are virts. Note that the moral graph of G can be obtainedfrom G as follows: for each connectivity component C of G all nodes in paG(C)which are not already joined by an edge in G are joined by a virt. fNote thatLauritzen [17] introduced the moral graph as an UG, namely as the underlyinggraph of our moral graph. This is immaterial from the point of view of themoralization criterion. However, for our proof of equivalence of the separationand moralization criterion we found it very convenient to distinguish the typesof edges, and therefore we have introduced the concept of virtual graph andde�ned the moral graph as a virtual graph.g The term 'moral graph' has a goodexplanation for the case of DAGs - namely that unmarried parents of every childare married (that is, joined by an edge) in the moral graph. Perhaps it can beapplied also in the case of CGs if one interprets connectivity components of aCG as groups of siblings.Supposing hX;Y jZi 2 T (N) and G is a virtual graph over N , we will writehX;Y jZiG if each route in G from X to Y is hit by Z (equivalently each path).Note the independency model fhX;Y jZi 2 T (N); hX;Y jZiG g induced by Gthrough this classic separation is a graphoid - it su�ces to use the result for UGs[22], since for the underlying graph H of the virtual graph G one has hX;Y jZiHi� hX;Y jZiG.Let G be a CG, and hX;Y jZi 2 T (N). Then we say that hX;Y jZi is repre-sented in G according to the moralization criterion if every path in the moralgraph of Gan(XY Z) from a node of X to a node of Y is hit by Z, and writehX;Y jZimorG . For every UG G one has hX;Y jZimorG i� hX;Y jZiG, i.e. the mor-alization criterion coincides with the classic criterion for UGs. In case of DAGsit generalizes the moralization criterion from [18].Thus, every CGG overN de�nes the model fhX;Y jZi 2 T (N); hX;Y jZimorG gover N called the independency model induced by G. An independency modelover N is then called a CG-model if it is induced by some CG over N . Similarly,UG-models and DAG-models are de�ned.Example 2.2. Let us consider the CG G from Figure 1 and ask whetherhc; hjaimorG . The ancestral set of fa; c; hg is fa; b; c; d; g; hg. The corresponding



10 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERT
fv ff f fa bc d g h@@@R vfv fff f fa bc de f g h? ?@@@RFig. 3. Moral graphs Gmoran(ach) and Gmoran(aceh) of the graph from Figure 1.induced subgraph is shown in the left picture of Figure 3. It is equal to its moralgraph. The only path in that graph from c to h is hit by a and one can concludethat hc; hjai is represented in G according to the moralization criterion. To decidewhether hc; hjaeimorG we construct Gmoran(aceh), which is shown in the right pictureof Figure 3. Since the path c d! g ! h in the moral graph with a virt is nothit by fa; eg we conclude that :hc; hjaeimorG .Given a CG G over N , a distribution P over N is called Markovian withrespect to G, or simply G-Markovian, if hX;Y jZimorG implies X ?? Y jZ [P ].fNote that some authors [22] in case of UGs and DAGs prefer the terminology'G is an I-map of P '.g We leave it to the reader to verify:Lemma 2.3. Let G be a CG over N , and H be a subgraph of G (over a setV � N). Then H is a CG over V and hX;Y jZimorG implies hX;Y jZimorH for everyhX;Y jZi 2 T (V ). Especially, in the case V = N every H-Markovian probabilitydistribution is also G-Markovian.Two CGsG andH overN areMarkov equivalent if the classes ofH-Markovianand G-Markovian probability distributions over N coincide. The importance ofthe concept of complex is justi�ed by the result from [9], where it is shownthat two CGs over N are Markov equivalent i� they have the same underlyinggraph and the same complexes. In fact, Frydenberg [9] used a weaker de�nitionof Markov equivalence, but as shown in [2], Theorem 3.1 one can also derive theabove mentioned characterization from Frydenberg's result.3. Input list The purport of the notion of local Markov property [18] isthat a graphical independency model can be equivalently described by a rela-tively small list of independency statements, one statement for each node of thegraph. As concerns UGs, it was shown in [4] that the graphoid closure of thelist of triplets hu;N n ne(u)u j ne(u)i, where u 2 N and N is the set of nodesof the graph, called the independency base, coincides with the class of tripletsrepresented in the UG. In the case of DAGs, the list of triplets corresponding tothe local well-numbering Markov property [18] is known as the causal input list



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 11and it was proved in [28] that a triplet is represented in a DAG i� it belongs tothe semigraphoid closure of that list. Note that the semigraphoid closure of thecausal input list coincides with its graphoid closure.In this section we introduce the concept of input list for a CG. This conceptcorresponds to the (local) chain Markov property [16] (see also [9]) and general-izes the above mentioned analogous concepts for UGs and DAGs. Then we showthat a triplet is represented in a CG according to the moralization criterion i�it belongs to the graphoid closure of the introduced input list.Let G be a CG over N and B : B1; : : : ; Bn a chain for G. The domain ofa node u, written domB(u), is the union of blocks B1; : : : ; Bk, where Bk is theblock containing u. The input list associated with G and B is the set of tripletsLBG = f hu ; domB(u) n bdG(u)u j bdG(u) i ; u 2 N g:Note that in the case domB(u)nbdG(u)u = ? the corresponding triplet is omittedin LBG. The triplet hu ; domB(u) n bdG(u)u j bdG(u) i describes an independencystatements interpreted as follows. The variable u is conditionally independentof all its time predecessors and contemporaries domB(u) given its direct causespaG(u) and its symmetric associative inuences neG(u). Note, that the input listfor a CG generalizes the concepts of the independency base for an UG [4] (if thechain consists of one block) and the concept of the causal input list for a DAG[28] (if the chain consists of singletons).Example 3.1. Consider once more the graphG from Figure 1 and the chainB: fa; b; c; dg, fe; fg, fg; hg, fi; jg, fkg. Then, the domain of a is domB(a) =fa; b; c; dg and so are the domains of b, c, and d. Further, bdG(a) = fb; cg, sofor node a we have the triplet ha; djbci in the input list LBG. For node g, we havedomB(g) = fa; b; c; d; e; f; g; hg and bdG(g) = fd; hg so for g we have the triplethg; abcef jdhi in LBG.Lemma 3.1. Supposing G is a CG, the independency model induced by Gis a graphoid. Moreover, for every chain B for G, hX;Y jZi 2 gr(LBG) implieshX;Y jZimorG .Proof. First, we verify that the CG-model satis�es all graphoid properties.For symmetry (hX;Y jZi �! hY;X jZi) it su�ces to realize that the moralgraph H = Gmoran(XY Z) for hX;Y jZi coincides with the moral graph for hY;X jZias the triplets involve the same variables. Thus, hX;Y jZiH implies hY;X jZiH(graphoid properties for the classic separation - see Subsection 2.3) and thereforehX;Y jZimorG implies hY;X jZimorG . The same arguments hold for weak union andintersection.For decomposition (hX;YW jZi �! hX;W jZi) �rst realize that the moralgraph K = Gmoran(WXZ) for hX;W jZi is a subgraph of the moral graph H =Gmoran(WXY Z) for hX;Y W jZi. Thus, hX;Y W jZiH implies hX;W jZiH (see Sub-section 2.3) and hence hX;W jZiK .



12 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTFor contraction ([hX;Y jWZi&hX;W jZi] �! hX;Y W jZi) we will supposethat hX;Y jWZimorG and hX;W jZimorG . To show hX;Y W jZimorG it su�ces owingto symmetry and intersection (see above) for every x 2 X and w 2 Y W toverify the statement hx;w jWXY Z n xwimorG . In case w 2 Y it follows fromhX;Y jWZimorG by symmetry and weak union. Thus, consider w 2 W and assume,by contradiction, that there exists a path � from x 2 X to w in H = Gmoran(WXY Z)that is not hit by WXY Z n xw. If all edges of � belong to K = Gmoran(WXZ), thenby hX;W jZimorG it is hit by Z and thus byWXY Znxw as well, which contradictsthe assumption. Thus, necessarily an edge of � that is not inK must exist. Let ustake such an edge fu; vg, which is closest to x in �, and where u is on the side to x(it may happen that u = x). If fu; vg is an edge in G, then v 2 an(Y )nan(WXZ).If fu; vg is a virt in H , then there exists a subway u! z1 ! : : : ! zl  v, l � 1in G where zi 2 an(Y ) n an(WXZ) (necessarily for all i = 1; : : : ; l). However, inboth cases there exists a path in H from x to a node of z 2 an(Y ) n an(WXZ)outsideWXZ nx. On the other hand, there exists a descending path in G from zto a node y 2 Y (necessarily outside an(WXZ)). As this descending path existsin H , one can join the path and obtain a path in H from x to a node in Y outsideWZ, which contradicts hX;Y jWZimorG .Thus, to verify the second claim of the lemma it su�ces to show that eachtriplet from the input list LBG is represented in G according to the moralizationcriterion. The triplet for u 2 N has the corresponding ancestral set domB(u),and moreover adH(u) = bdG(u) for the corresponding moral graph H . Hence,bdG(u) separates u from the rest of domB(u) in H and the triplet is representedin G according to the moralization criterion. 2Now, we are to prove the converse of Lemma 3.1.Lemma 3.2. Let G be a CG and B a chain for G. Then hX;Y jZimorG implieshX;Y jZi 2 gr(LBG).Proof. One can suppose that the considered chain B has connected blocks.Indeed, each block Bi of the given chain B can be replaced by a sequence ofconnectivity components of G, whose union is Bi, and thus a new chain C withconnected blocks is created. As domC(u) � domB(u) for every u 2 N , everytriplet hu; domC(u) n bdG(u)u j bdG(u)i 2 LCG can be derived by decompositionfrom its counterpart hu; domB(u) nbdG(u)u j bdG(u)i 2 LBG. Thus, LCG � gr(LBG)and hence gr(LCG) � gr(LBG). Therefore we can replace B by C.It su�ces to show that for every ancestral set T � N in the graph G and foru 2 T , the triplet hu; T nadH(u)u j adH(u)i belongs to gr(LCG), where H = GmorT .Indeed, if hX;Y jZimorG , then by de�nition hX;Y jZiH , where H = GmorT for T =an(XY Z). That is, hX;Y jZi is represented in the underlying graph ~H of H , andby the already mentioned result for UGs from [4], belongs to the graphoid closureof the independency base of ~H . Thus, to get the desired conclusion hX;Y jZi 2gr(LCG) it remains to verify that each triplet from the independency base of ~H ,



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 13that is of the form hu; T n adH(u)u j adH(u)i for some u 2 T , belongs to gr(LCG).We prove the claim by induction on the number of blocks of C which cover T .Thus, supposing C : B1; : : : ; Bn is a chain for G with connected blocks, we havethe following induction hypothesis for every 1 � m � n:Induction hypothesis (I.H.): Let T be an ancestral set with T � B1 [ : : : [ Bm,H = GmorT , u 2 T . Then hu; T n adH(u)u j adH(u)i belongs to gr(LCG).Basic step: For m = 1 observe that T = B1 and adH(u) = bdG(u) for eachu 2 T . Thus the considered triplet directly belongs to LCG.Induction step: Consider m > 1 and assume that the I.H. holds for m � 1.Then one can distinguish 3 cases:(a) u 2 Bm,(b) u 2 B1 [ : : : [ Bm�1 and u 62 paG(Bm),(c) u 2 B1 [ : : : [ Bm�1 and u 2 paG(Bm).In case (a) adH(u) = bdG(u).Hence hu;B1[: : :[BmnadH(u)u j adH(u)i 2 LCGimplies by decomposition hu; T n adH(u)u j adH(u)i 2 gr(LCG).In case (b) one can suppose T \ Bm = Bm, take S = T \ (B1 [ : : : [ Bm�1)which is an ancestral set, and consider the graph K = GmorS . Observe that K isa subgraph of H and adH(u) = adK(u) owing to the assumption of (b). Hence,according to the I.H. applied to S, hu; S n adH(u)u j adH(u)i 2 gr(LCG). Now, forall w 2 Bm the case (a) occurs and hence hw; T n adH(w)w j adH(w)i 2 gr(LCG)implies by weak union and symmetry hu;w jT n uwi 2 gr(LCG). Applying inter-section repeatedly gives hu;Bm jS n ui 2 gr(LCG). This together with the claimderived from I.H. implies by contraction hu; T n adH(u)u j adH(u)i 2 gr(LCG).Also in case (c) one can suppose T \ Bm = Bm. Then for w 2 Bm n adH(u)the case (a) occurs and therefore hw; T nadH(w)w j adH(w)i 2 gr(LCG). Hence byweak union and symmetry hu;w jT nuwi 2 gr(LCG). Moreover, the case (b) holdsfor w 2 B1 [ : : :[Bm�1 n adH(u)u (otherwise the edge fu;wg in H occurs!) andby analogous procedure derive hu;w jT nuwi 2 gr(LCG). Finally, the repeated useof intersection gives the desired conclusion.Thus, the induction step was veri�ed, which concludes the proof. 2Thus, one can conclude from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2:Consequence 3.1. Let G be a CG and B a chain for G. Then hX;Y jZimorGi� hX;Y jZi 2 gr(LBG).It follows from the preceding consequence that the graphoid closure of theinput list does not depend on a particular choice of the input list (that is onthe choice of the chain). Moreover, as every independency model induced bya strictly positive distribution is a graphoid (see Subsection 2.1), one can alsoderive another consequence, which already appeared as Theorem 3.5 in [9].Consequence 3.2. Let G be a CG over N , B a chain for G and P a strictlypositive probability distribution over N . Then P is G-Markovian i� P satis�es



14 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERT
ff ffa bc dFig. 4. Semigraphoid closures depend on the choice of the input list.
fff fff��AA AA��Fig. 5. An UG-model having a more complex semigraphoid-generating base.all the triplets from the input list associated with G and B.Consequence 3.1 generalizes an analogous result for UGs [4] but also the men-tioned result for DAGs [28], if it is understood as a statement about graphoidclosure. It can be understood in this way since in the case of DAGs the graphoidand semigraphoid closures of causal input lists coincide. However, this is not truein general, even for UGs as the following example shows.Example 3.2. In case of UGs the semigraphoid closure of the input listmay depend on the choice of the chain and may di�er from its graphoid closure(that is from the corresponding UG-model). Consider the UG from Figure 4.The chain B1 : fc; dg, fa; bg generates the input list f ha; cdjbi; hb; cdjai g, whosesemigraphoid closure does not contain the triplet hc; abjdi. On the other hand,the chain B2 : fa; bg, fc; dg produces the input list f hc; abjdi; hd; abjci g. However,the graphoid closure of both these input lists contains the triplet hab; cdj?i.Remark. The reader can object that perhaps we have introduced a wrongconcept of input list and perhaps one can associate to every node of a CG an-other independency statement and perhaps then the semigraphoid closure of thealternative input list can coincide with the CG-model and perhaps the alterna-tive input list can also generalize the causal input list for DAGs. However thisis not possible already in the case of UGs. Consider for example the UG fromFigure 5. Then one can show that every list of independency statements whosesemigraphoid closure is the corresponding UG-model has at least 9 items (we



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 15omit an intricate proof of this fact). Thus, there is no hope that one can �nd asemigraphoid-generating base whose items correspond to the nodes of the UG.4. Separation criterion We have already mentioned in the Introductionthat two equivalent criteria for reading independency statements from a DAGwere developed. Namely, the moralization criterion [18] and the separation cri-terion [10], where one tests whether paths in a DAG are d-separated, that isblocked in their nodes (a special de�nition of blocking is used). The moraliza-tion criterion was generalized for CGs [17], but no direct separation criterion forCGs (that is without the auxiliary construction of the moral graph) has beendeveloped so far.In this section, we introduce the concept of blocking for routes in CGs, calledc-separation (chain separation), which generalizes the concept of d-separationfor routes in DAGs. The corresponding separation criterion for CGs exhibitstwo main di�erences from the case of DAGs. First, for CGs one has to considera wider class of routes (not only paths), for which the blocking is tested (wecall them trails). Second, the blocking of the route is not de�ned for nodes ofthe route, but for its maximal undirected subroutes (we call them sections). Toformulate the criterion, we have to introduce some special graphical concepts.We show that the blocking of routes is equivalent to the blocking of trails. Thenwe prove that the introduced separation criterion for CGs is equivalent to theclassic moralization criterion.4.1. Concept of c-separation Let G be a CG over N . A slide in G froma node u to a node w is a path v1; : : : ; vk, k � 2 such that u = v1 ! v2,8i = 2; : : : ; k � 1 vi ! vi+1 and vk = w. The node u = v1 is then called the topnode of the slide.By a section of a route � : v1; : : : ; vk, k � 1 inG we mean a maximal undirectedsubroute � : vi ! : : : ! vj , 1 � i � j � k of �. Thus, any route decomposesuniquely into sections. The nodes vi and vj are then called the terminals of thesection �. The node vi (resp. vj) is called a head-terminal if i > 1 and vi�1 ! viin G (resp. j < k and vj  vj+1 in G), otherwise it is called a tail-terminal(that is, for vi, either i = 1 or vi�1  vi, and for vj , either j = k or vj ! vj+1).A section � of a route � is called a head-to-head section w.r.t. � if it has twohead-terminals, a head-to-tail section w.r.t. � if it has one head-terminal and onetail-terminal, and a tail-to-tail section w.r.t. � if it has two tail-terminals. Notethat in the case that the section � is just one node (i.e. if i = j) the node isconsidered twice as a terminal of � since two corresponding arrows of � shouldenter the node (each one can be directed either from the node or to the node).This also occurs in the case when i 6= j but vi = vj . Thus, our classi�cation ofsections generalizes an analogous classi�cation of nodes of a route in a DAG [10].Let � be a section of a route � in G and Z � N . Then, � is blocked by Z ifone of the following cases occurs:



16 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTf v ff v vfa bc d ef g? ?@@@R ���	HHHHHHjFig. 6. One cannot ignore self-intersecting routes in c-separation.either � is a head-to-head section w.r.t. � and dsG(�) \ Z = ?,or � is not a head-to-head section w.r.t. �, � is hit by Z, and for at least one ofits tail-terminals u, every slide in G to u is hit by Z.A route in a CG is c-separated (chain separated) by Z if at least one of its sectionsis blocked by Z. Note that a route in a DAG is c-separated i� it is d-separated[22], while a route in an UG is c-separated i� it is hit by Z.A route which is not c-separated by Z will be called active (w.r.t. Z). Let uswrite the de�nition explicitly since we will use the concept of active route quiteoften througout the paper. Thus, a route � is active w.r.t. Z i� for every section� of �, one of the following cases occurs:either � is a head-to-head section w.r.t. � and dsG(�) \ Z 6= ?,or � is a not a head-to-head section w.r.t. � and � is free w.r.t. Z,or � is not a head-to-head section w.r.t. � and � is hit by Z, but for eachtail-terminal u of �, there exists a slide in G to u which is free w.r.t. Z.Having a CG G over N and hX;Y jZi 2 T (N), we will say that hX;Y jZiis represented in G according to the separation criterion if every route in Gfrom a node of X to a node of Y is c-separated by Z and write hX;Y jZisepG . Tounderstand connection with UGs and DAGs one should realize that although thecriteria of separation for UGs, and d-separation for DAGs are usually formulatedfor paths, they can be equivalently formulated for routes. Thus, for an UG H , onehas hX;Y jZisepH i� hX;Y jZiH , i.e. the separation criterion generalizes the classiccriterion for UGs. Similarly, in the case of DAGs it reduces to the separationcriterion for DAGs [10].However, unlike the case of the separation criteria for UGs and for DAGsthe separation criterion for CGs cannot be restricted to paths! The requirementthat all paths between two nodes are c-separated is indeed weaker than therequirement that all routes between those nodes are c-separated as the followingexample shows.Example 4.1. Let us consider the CG G from Figure 6 and ask whetherha; f jcegi is represented in G according to the separation criterion. We observethat the only path in G from a to f is a! c! d! f . This path is c-separated



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 17by ceg as its head-to-tail section c ! d is blocked by ceg. However, the routea! c! d! e b! g  d! f is not c-separated by ceg since both its head-to-head sections c ! d ! e and g have a descendant in ceg and all the othersections are free w.r.t. ceg. Therefore, we conclude :ha; f jcegisepG . The reader cancheck that the moralization criterion gives the same result.The previous example leads to the question of decidability of the separationcriterion for CGs. Since routes allow unlimited repetition of nodes and edgesin�nitely many routes may exist between two distinct nodes. Fortunately, thereexists a reasonable �nite class of routes which it is always su�cient to test forc-separation.A trail in a CG G is a route � in G such that no arrow appears twice in � ,and every section of � consists of distinct nodes. Note that it follows from thede�nition that every three consecutive nodes of a trail are distinct. Clearly, everypath is a trail. It is evident that in each CG only �nitely many trails may existbetween two nodes (every CG has �nitely many arrows). Moreover, it holds:Lemma 4.1. Let G be a CG over N , hX;Y jZi 2 T (N). Then, hX;Y jZisepGi� every trail in G from a node of X to a node of Y is c-separated by Z.Proof. It su�ces to show that every active route � : v1; : : : ; vk, k � 1 inG can be shortened to an active trail by a series of changes (we mean activew.r.t. Z). First, we remove multiple occurences of arrows. Thus, suppose thatfvi; vi+1g, resp. fvj ; vj+1g, is the �rst, resp. the last occurence, of the same arrowin � (in the order determined by the succession in �). Therefore 1 � i < j < k.In the case of "same orientation", that is [vi = vj and vi+1 = vj+1], onesimply removes the subroute vi; : : : ; vj�1 from �. As all remaining sections areunchanged by this removal, they are not blocked in the shortened route.In the case of "contrary orientation", that is [vi = vj+1 and vi+1 = vj ],one removes the subroute vi; : : : ; vj from �. Thus, by pooling of the sections�1 : vm; : : : ; vi, 1 � m � i and �2 : vj+1; : : : ; vn, j + 1 � n � k of the originalroute the section �3 : vm; : : : ; vi = vj+1; : : : ; vn of the shortened route is created.As the other sections were untouched, it su�ces to verify that �3 is not blocked.If �3 is a head-to-head section and vi  vi+1, then �1 is a head-to-head section(w.r.t. the original route) and dsG(�1) = dsG(�3). As �1 was not blocked in theoriginal route dsG(�1) \Z 6= ? and therefore �3 is not blocked in the shortenedroute.If �3 is a head-to-head section and vi ! vi+1, then one can �nd within theremoved subroute vi; : : : ; vj a descending route from vi to a head-to-head section�4 (of the original route). As dsG(�4) � dsG(�3) and �4 is not blocked, the section�3 will not be blocked.In case �3 is not a head-to-head section it su�ces to show for every tail-terminal u of �3 that either there exists a free slide to u, or �3 is free. Withoutloss of generality we suppose u = vm (otherwise, in case u = vn use the sameconsideration where we replace vm by vn and �1 by �2). Thus, we distinguish



18 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTthe following subcases:� If �1 is hit, then there exists a free slide to u = vm since vm is a tail-terminalof �1.� If �1 is free and vi  vi+1, then vi+1 62 Z (otherwise the section of the originalroute which follows after �1 is blocked) and the route vi+1 ! vi ! : : : ! vmcan be shortened to a free slide to u = vm.� If �1 is free, vi ! vi+1 (that is vj+1 ! vj) and �2 is hit, then vi = vj+1 is atail-terminal of �2, and therefore there exists a free slide from a node w to vi.This slide can be lengthened by �1 to a free route from w to vm. The obtainedroute can be shortened to a free slide.� If both �1 and �2 are free, then �3 is free.Thus, an active route without multiple occurences of arrows was obtained.Clearly, each of its sections now can be shortened to consist of distinct nodes.As this modi�cation does not change the types of sections and their terminals,the shortened route, more precisely trail, is active. 2Example 4.2. Consider once more the CG G from Figure 1. To �nd outwhether hc; hjaisepG consider a trail from c to h. If the trail from c starts bythe line c ! a, then its starting tail-to-tail section c ! a ! b ! d meets aand therefore is blocked by a (there is no slide to tail-terminals of the section).If the trail starts by c ! e, then it contains a head-to-head section with nodescendant in a (either c ! e ! f  d or f ! k  g), and is blocked as well.So, we conclude that hc; hjaisepG . To see that :hc; hjaeisepG realize that the pathc! e! f  d! g ! h is active w.r.t. ae. The section e! f is a head-to-headsection that has a descendant in ae, namely e. The other sections are not head-to-head sections and are not hit by ae. So, no section is blocked by ae. Note thatthe mentioned path is the only active trail from c to h (w.r.t ae).4.2. Equivalence of separation and moralization criteriaLemma 4.2. Let G be a CG over N , hX;Y jZi 2 T (N). Then hX;Y jZisepGimplies hX;Y jZimorG .Proof. We show :hX;Y jZimorG ) :hX;Y jZisepG , that is, if there exists apath � in Gmoran(XY Z) from X to Y which is outside Z, then there exists an activeroute (w.r.t. Z) in G between X and Y . The original path � will be graduallytransformed into the desired route in G.Whenever fu; vg is a virt of �, then by the de�nition of the moral graph, thereexists a subway between u and v in Gan(XY Z) and the virt can be replaced bythat subway. Thus, the original path � is transformed into a route � in Gan(XY Z)such that all sections of �, with possible exception of head-to-head sections, arefree (w.r.t. Z).The second step is to transform � into an active route in Gan(XY Z) betweenX and Y . More exactly, one can transform � into a route with no blocked head-



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 19to-head sections, whose other sections are free. Indeed, if � is a blocked head-to-head section of �, then � � anG(XY Z) says dsG(�) \ XY Z 6= ? and owingto dsG(�) \ Z = ? there exists a free descending path from � to w 2 XY . Ifw 2 X (resp. w 2 Y ), then one can attach this descending path from � to w to asubroute of � from Y (resp. from X) to � and obtain a route between X and Ywhich has fewer blocked head-to-head sections than � and whose other sectionsare free w.r.t. Z. 2Lemma 4.3. Let G be a CG over N , hX;Y jZi 2 T (N). Then hX;Y jZimorGimplies hX;Y jZisepG .Proof. We show :hX;Y jZisepG ) :hX;Y jZimorG , that is if there exists anactive route � in G from X to Y , then there exists a free path (w.r.t. Z) inGmoran(XY Z) from X to Y . The route � will be gradually transformed into thedesired path.First, we realize that � belongs to Gan(XY Z). Indeed, if � n an(XY Z) 6= ?,then one can �nd a head-to-head section � of � such that ds(�)\ an(XY Z) = ?(if a section of � outside an(XY Z) is not a head-to-head section, the outgoingarrow of � leads to another section outside an(XY Z)). But such a section isblocked, which contradicts the assumption.We transform � into a free route (w.r.t. Z) in Gmoran(XY Z), namely for every hitsection � of � we replace a certain subroute �� of � , containing �, by a free detour(path) in Gmoran(XY Z). The modi�cation depends on the type of �.� If � is a head-to-head section, then the corresponding subroute has the form�� : �u ! u ! : : : ! v  �v. Clearly, �u; �v 62 Z, as otherwise a neighbouringsection of � is blocked. If �u = �v, then no detour is necessary, otherwise f�u; �vgis an edge in Gmoran(XY Z) and �� is replaced by that edge.� If � is a head-to-tail section, the subroute is �� : �u! u! : : : ! v, where v isthe tail-terminal of �. Evidently �u; v 62 Z. Moreover, there exists a free slidew1 ! w2 ! : : : ! wl = v, l � 2 in Gan(XY Z). In case �u = w1 the detour ismade of that slide, otherwise the edge f�u;w1g in Gmoran(XY Z) is added to thatslide.� If � is a tail-to-tail section, then the corresponding subroute is just �. Ev-idently, for each of both tail-terminals of � there exists a free slide to thetail-terminal. The detour will consist of these two slides and of the edge inGmoran(XY Z) between their top nodes (unless the top nodes coincide).The obtained free route � in Gmoran(XY Z) can be shortened to a path by removingall subroutes between two possible di�erent occurences of the same node. 2So, we can summarize Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 as follows.Consequence 4.1. Let G be a CG over N , and hX;Y jZi 2 T (N). ThenhX;Y jZimorG i� hX;Y jZisepG .



20 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTRemark. In fact, there exists another surprisingly simple formulation of thec-separation criterion which is much more similar to the d-separation criterion.Namely that hX;Y jZisepG i� for every route � in G there exists a section � of �such thateither � is a head-to-head section w.r.t. � and � is outside Zor � is not a head-to-head section w.r.t. � and � is hit by Z.To see that this is an equivalent formulation of c-separation realize that when-ever one has an active route � from X to Y then it can be modi�ed into a su-peractive route that is such a route % that for every section � of %, the section� is hit by Z i� � is a head-to-head section w.r.t. %. Indeed, if there exists ahead-to-head section � in � which is not hit by Z then there exists a descendingpath � in G from a node u 2 � to a node v 2 Z which is outside Z with exceptionof v. Thus, one can insert a new 'arti�cial' subroute into � in place of occurenceof u within �: the �rst part of the subroute copies � in direction from u to v, thesecond part copies � in the opposite direction. A similar trick can be done withhit non-head-to-head sections of � with help of free slides to their tail-terminals.Therefore any active route � can be patched to become a superactive route %.There is a hitch in the above mentioned formulation of the c-separation: a po-tentially in�nite number of routes. Nevertheless, perhaps it is a good argumentagainst a common objection that c-separation is too complicated with compar-ison with d-separation. What is however probably more important is that thispeculiar formulation could become a basis of an e�cient computer implementa-tion of c-separation.5. Completeness of the separation criterion In this section, we provethe completeness of the separation criterion for CGs, namely that a triplethX;Y jZi is represented in a CG whenever it is a valid independency statement inevery Markovian distribution. As CGs were developed to describe CI-structuresfor strictly positive probability distributions, we prove the completeness withrespect to the class of these distributions.5.1. Outline of the method General features of the construction can be out-lined as follows. We prove for a given CG G and a triplet hX;Y jZi which isnot represented in the graph (according to the separation criterion) that thereexists a G-Markovian distribution that does not satisfy the triplet. Special prop-erties of CG-models will allow us to consider an elementary triplet ha; bjZi, wherea 2 X; b 2 Y , instead of hX;Y jZi.To show that there exists a Markovian distribution which does not satisfyha; bjZi, we perform two basic steps:� instead of G, we consider a subgraph H of G (over the same set of nodes) suchthat ha; bjZi is not represented in H , and� we construct a Markovian distribution with respect toH (and therefore Marko-vian with respect to G) which does not satisfy ha; bjZi.



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 21The aim of the �rst step is clear: the simpler the graph is, the simpler the cor-responding construction of the distribution may be. The choice of the subgraphin our method generalizes an analogous method used in the completeness prooffor UGs and DAGs [12, 11], where the subgraph simply is an active path w.r.t.Z possibly supplemented by some additional edges to ensure the path is alsoactive in the subgraph. This is also the basic idea of the choice of the subgraphin our method: we take an active trail (w.r.t. Z) that has minimal complexity ina certain sense and add several suitable additional edges. Now the reader mayunderstand why the c-separation criterion is necessary for this type of consider-ation. However, in the case of CGs the situation is much more complicated as,in general, one cannot avoid 'self-intersection' of the trail and also the additionaledges can unavoidably cause 'cycles' (in the underlying graph).As concerns the second basic step (that is, the proper construction) we con-struct a binary Markovian distribution as a 'product' of special 'two-variable'potentials which correspond to the edges of the (moral) graph of H . Our poten-tials are strictly positive and are parameterized by numbers from the interval(�1; 1). The main problem is to choose the parameters to ensure that ha; bjZidoes not hold in the obtained distribution. As a tool for veri�cation we willintroduce a certain numerical characteristic (a function) for every binary proba-bility distribution, denoted by �, with an important property: an independencystatement occurs if and only if the function � has certain values zero. Then wedecompose the considered trail between a and b into simple segments and showthat � is nonzero for the whole trail i� it is nonzero for each segment. The ques-tion of whether � is nonzero for a segment will appear to be a local problem, thatis, vanishing of � for a segment will depend only on the parameters of potentialsfor edges related to the segment. Thus, for each type of a segment one can deriveby simple calculation that � is nonzero i� all the parameters for related edges arenonzero. Therefore, every choice of nonzero parameters will solve our problem.5.2. The choice of a subgraph In this �rst subsection we formulate all prop-erties of the chosen subgraph which will be used in subsequent subsections tojustify our arguments. For this purpose we need some additional concepts.5.2.1. Additional graphical concepts Throughout this subsection G is a CGover N , Z � N a set of its nodes, and � : v1; : : : ; vm, m � 1, a (�xed) route in Gwhich is active w.r.t. Z.Suppose that � : vi ! vi+1 ! : : : ! vj ; 1 � i � j � m, is a hit sectionof �. By a free zone of � we mean a maximal free subroute of �, that is � :vk; : : : ; vl ; i � k � l � j, such that [vs 62 Z for k � s � l], [vk�1 2 Z or k = i]and [vl+1 2 Z or l = j]. A free zone is a terminal free zone if it contains vi or vj ,otherwise it is a middle free zone.The remaining special de�nitions are actually applied only under the conditionthat every section of � consists of distinct nodes (for example in the case that �is a trail).Suppose that " : u1 ! u2 ! : : : ! ur ; r � 2 is a slide in G. In case ur is a
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Fig. 7. An example illustrating additional graphical concepts.terminal of a section � (of �) we say that � is a host section for ". fLater, undera special situation (= a special route �), host sections for slides will be uniquelydetermined. Then, we will write the host section for " instead of a host sectionfor ".g We say that a slide " is regular with respect to its host section � if thereexists a node uk, 2 � k � r of " such that fu1; : : : ; uk�1g does not meet � anduk; : : : ; ur copies the section �. fMore concretely, if � : vi; : : : ; vj ; 1 � i � j � m,and ur = vi (resp. ur = vj), then r�k � j�i and ur�s = vi+s (resp. ur�s = vj�s)for s = 0; : : : ; r � k.g The node uk is then called the heel of ".A section � : vi ! : : : ! vj ; 1 � i � j � m of � meets regularly anothersection � of � if there exist i � k � l � j such that fvi; : : : ; vk�1g[fvl+1; : : : ; vjgdoes not meet � and vk; : : : ; vl copies the section �. fMore concretely, in case� : vt; : : : ; vn ; 1 � t � n � m there exists t � r � n � l + k such that eithervr+s = vk+s for s = 0; : : : ; l � k, or vr+s = vl�s for s = 0; : : : ; l � k. Notethat symmetrically fvt; : : : ; vr�1g [ fvr+l�k+1; : : : ; vng does not meet � since �consists of distinct nodes.gLet � be a section of �. By a downroute for � we mean a descending path� : u1; : : : ; ur ; r � 2, from a node of � to a node in Z such that [us 62 Z for1 � s � r � 1] and [us 62 � for 2 � s � r]. The node u1 is then the top node of �and � is called a host section for �. fAgain, under a special later situation, hostsections for downroutes will be uniquely determined and we will write the hostsection for � instead of a host section for �.gExample 5.1. To illustrate the concepts above let us consider the CG fromFigure 7, the trail � : v1; : : : ; v21 and the set Z = fv3; v6; v8; v10; v18; sg. Clearly,� is active w.r.t. Z. Its hit head-to-head section v18 has no free zone. On theother hand, the hit tail-to-tail section � : v2; : : : ; v12 has two terminal free zones,namely v2 and v11; v12, and three middle free zones, namely v4; v5 and v7 andv9. The slide u ! v4 ! w ! v2 is an example of a non-regular slide to thetail-terminal v2 of �. The slide " : t ! v11 ! v12 is a regular slide to the



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 23other tail-terminal v12 of �. The top node of " is t, the heel of " is v11. Thesections v2; : : : ; v12 and v15; v16; v17 do not meet regularly, while v2; : : : ; v12 andv19; v20 meet regularly. The free head-to-head section v13; v14 has a downroutev14 ! r ! s whose top node is v14.5.2.2. Properties of the chosen subgraph All properties of the subgraph thatwe need are collected in the following summary. Since the proof is too long andtechnical, it is shifted to the Appendix (Subsections 6.2 - 6.5).Summary 5.1. Let G be a CG over N and ha; bjZi 2 E(N) such that:ha; bjZisepG . Then one can �nd� an active trail � between a and b, and� a free slide to every tail-terminal of every hit section of � , and� a downroute for every free head-to-head section of � ,such that the following conditions hold.(a) Every downroute does not meet another downroute, any slide or any sectionof � except its host section in its top node.(b) Every above mentioned free slide " to a tail-terminal of a hit section � of� is regular with respect to �. Moreover, " does not meet another slide or adownroute. It can meet at most one other section except its host section �,but only in its top node. The other section is then a hit section and the sharedtop node belongs to a middle free zone of the other section.(c) Every pair of sections which share a node meet regularly. Moreover, if thisoccurs, then one of the sections is a free tail-to-tail section, the other oneis a hit section and the shared part belongs to a middle free zone of the hitsection. fEvidently, a free section cannot meet two or more free zones sincethe sections meet regularly.g Every free tail-to-tail section can meet at mostone other section.(d) Every hit section can meet several top nodes of free slides and several freetail-to-tail sections, but every one of its middle free zones can meet at mostone top node or at most one free tail-to-tail section, and cannot meet both.Moreover, the subgraph H over N consisting of the edges of the trail, the slidesand the downroutes mentioned above has the following properties. fTo help thereader to have a good insight let us mention that it follows from the previous factsthat every node can belong to at most two of the mentioned objects, that is thesections (of the trail), the slides and the downroutes.g(e) :ha; bjZisepH .(f) H has no undirected cycles. Equivalently, for every connectivity componentC of H the induced subgraph HC is a tree.(g) Every connectivity component of H has at most 2 arrows heading to it in H(that is, directed into a node of the connectivity component) and if it happens,then the arrows originate from di�erent nodes which are not joined by an edgein H.
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Fig. 8. An example of the chosen subgraph.(h) For every pair of distinct nodes u; v 2 N at most one complex in H havingu and v as its parents can exist.Example 5.2. To illustrate the procedure described in Summary 5.1 let usconsider the graph G from Figure 1 and the elementary triplet hc; hjaei 2 E(N),which is not represented in G according to the separation criterion (see Example4.2). The only active trail from c to h (w.r.t. ae) is the path c ! e ! f  d ! g ! h; therefore it has to be chosen as the trail in Summary 5.1. As theonly hit section e ! f of that path does not have a tail-terminal and no freehead-to-head section occurs in the path, no free slides and no downroutes arechosen in the procedure described in Summary 5.1. Thus, the obtained subgraphis exactly the mentioned path - see Figure 8.5.2.3. Decomposition of a trail into segments Suppose that we have alreadychosen the subgraph H for a triplet ha; bjZi 2 E(N), consisting of the trail,downroutes and slides as described above. The trail is naturally partitioned bythe tail-terminals of its sections (here we take all sections, both hit and free).Note, for clarity, that the end nodes of the trail a and b are also tail-terminals.Nevertheless, we will consider an even �ner partition of the trail.Under the situation described by Summary 5.1 let � : v1; : : : ; vm ;m � 2, bethe chosen active trail and S the set of tail-terminals of � and heels of regularslides, described there. A segment of � is its subroute vi; : : : ; vj such that 1 �i < j � n, vi; vj 2 S and [vs 62 S for i < s < j]. Thus, the set S decomposesthe trail uniquely into segments [ui; ui+1], where a = u1; : : : ; un = b, n � 2, isthe corresponding sequence of nodes of S. It is no problem to check that everysegment belongs exclusively to one of the following 7 types:I. the segment contains a free head-to-tail section,II. the segment contains a free (non-singleton) tail-to-tail section,III. the segment contains a hit head-to-head section,
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Fig. 9. Segments of a trail.IV. the segment contains a free head-to-head section,V. the segment is the shared part of a slide and its host (hit) section,VI. the segment contains a hit part of a head-to-tail section,VI. the segment contains a hit part of a tail-to-tail section.Example 5.3. To illustrate the procedure of decomposition of the cho-sen trail into segments let us consider the graph from Figure 9, the trailv1; : : : ; v12 and the set Z = fv4; v9; v11; ug. The trail has tail-terminalsv1; v2; v3; v5; v7; v10; v12 and heels v8; v10; v12. As in the last section v10; v11; v12the tail-terminals coincide with the heels, the corresponding sequence of tail-terminals and heels is u1 = v1, u2 = v2, u3 = v3, u4 = v5, u5 = v7, u6 = v8,u7 = v10, u8 = v12. Every node of this sequence is indicated by an asterisk in thepicture. It gives a decomposition into 7 segments: The segment [u1; u2] = [v1; v2]contains a free head-to-tail section v1 and represents type I., the segment[u2; u3] = [v2; v3] contains a free tail-to-tail section v2; v3 and represents typeII., the segment [u3; u4] = [v3; v5] contains a hit head-to-head section v4 andrepresents type III., the segment [u4; u5] = [v5; v7] contains a free head-to-headsection v6 and represents type IV., the segment [u5; u6] = [v7; v8] is the commonpart of the hit head-to-tail section v7; v8; v9 and the free slide w; v8; v7 to itstail-terminal and represents type V., the segment [u6; u7] = [v8; v10] containsthe hit part of the head-to-tail section v7; v8; v9 and represents type VI., thesegment [u7; u8] = [v10; v12] contains the hit part of the tail-to-tail sectionv10; v11; v12 and represents type VII.The following lemma describes an important property of the decompositioninto segments. Its proof is too technical (one has to distinguish many cases) tobe presented here. Subsection 6.6 of the Appendix contains instructions as to
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e e e? ?� ���	 e e eu u? ?� -@@@ ��� e u ee e? ?? ?Fig. 10. Illustrative pictures for Observations 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3.how a precise proof can be carried out.Lemma 5.1. Suppose that H is the chosen subgraph for ha; bjZi 2 E(N)from Summary 5.1 and a = u1; : : : ; un = b is the corresponding sequence of tail-terminals and heels of chosen free slides. Then, under the assumption n � 3, foreach i = 1; : : : ; n � 2 every path in Hmor from u1 : : : ui to ui+2 : : : un is hit byui+1Z. In particular, 8 i = 1; : : : ; n� 2 hui; unjui+1ZimorH .Supposing that hu; vjZi 2 E(N) and K is a virtual graph over N , by anessential path for [u; v] in K (w.r.t. Z) we mean a path in K between u andv that is outside Z. By an associated path for [u; v] in K (w.r.t. Z) we meana path in K from a node w 2 N to an inner node t of an essential path for[u; v] (that is u 6= t 6= v) that is outside Z with the possible exception of w. Thefollowing series of observations analyzes essential and associated paths in Hmorfor every type of segment. They will be utilized later and their proofs are leftto the reader: it is a mechanical application of facts from Summary 5.1 alreadyused in the proof of Lemma 5.1 described in the Appendix.Observation 5.1. If [u; v] is a segment of type I., the only essential pathfor [u; v] is the considered segment and no associated path for [u; v] exists (seethe left picture of Figure 10).Observation 5.2. If [u; v] is a segment of type II., that is, a non-singletonfree tail-to-tail section, the only essential path for [u; v] is the considered segment.An associated path for [u; v] can occur only when a middle free zone of a hit sectionmeets the free tail-to-tail section and consists of nodes of the (unique) free zone(see the middle picture of Figure 10).Observation 5.3. If [u; v] is a segment of type III., the only essential pathfor [u; v] is the virt between u and v and no associated path for [u; v] exists (seeFigure 10, the right picture).Observation 5.4. If [u; v] is a segment of type IV., then two essential pathsfor [u; v] exist. The �rst one is the virt between u and v, the second one is the
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Fig. 11. Illustrative pictures for Observations 5.4 and 5.5.
e uu e eu? ?� ? ? e e u e eu e e uu u? ?� -? ?Fig. 12. Illustrative pictures for Observations 5.6 and 5.7.segment. Every associated path for [u; v] is a part of the corresponding downroute(see the left picture of Figure 11).Observation 5.5. If [u; v] is a segment of type V., the only essential pathfor [u; v] is the considered segment and no associated path for [u; v] exists (seeFigure 11, the right picture).Observation 5.6. If [u; v] is a segment of type VI. (for example u is a heelof a slide, and v is the contiguous tail-terminal of a neighbouring section), thenthe only essential path for [u; v] consists of the part of the slide between u and itstop node w, and of the virt between w and v. An associated path for [u; v] can bemade of nodes of a possible middle free zone of another hit section which meetsw (see the left picture of the Figure 12).Observation 5.7. If [u; v] is a segment of type VII. (that is u and v areheels of slides), then the only essential path for [u; v] is made of the parts ofslides between their heels and top nodes, and of the virt between those top nodes.Associated paths for [u; v] can occur and consist of nodes of possible middle freezone(s) of other hit section(s) which meet the top node(s) (see Figure 12, the rightpicture).



28 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERT5.3. Construction of a Markovian distribution In this subsection we describehow to construct a Markovian distribution with respect to the chosen subgraphH . First, we introduce a numerical characteristic of independence, denoted by�, and derive its basic properties (Subsubsection 5.3.1). Then, we de�ne specialelementary potentials and formulate their basic properties (Subsubsection 5.3.2).They form the basis of the proper construction of the distribution which follows(Subsubsection 5.3.3). Decomposition of the trail into segments described inSubsubsection 5.2.3 enables us to convert the crucial problem of veri�cation thatthe constructed distribution does not satisfy the considered elementary tripletinto a series of local questions, that is, questions depending only on small setsof nodes, closely related to the segments (Subsubsection 5.3.4). An analysis ofeach of the 7 possible types of segment then makes it possible to prove the mainlemma saying that a nonzero choice of parameters solves our central problem(Subsubsection 5.3.5).5.3.1. Numerical characteristic of independence We will extensively use anumerical characteristic of independence represented by the function �. Supposethat ha; bjZi 2 E(N), xZ 2 f0; 1gZ and f is a potential on f0; 1gW , whereabZ �W � N . Then, � : N �N �f0; 1gZ � (f0; 1gW ! <)! < is the functionde�ned by�(a; bjxZkf) = fabZ(00xZ) � fabZ(11xZ)� fabZ(01xZ) � fabZ(10xZ) :Note that the de�nition applies also in case Z = ? when it is a number denotedby �(a; bj � kf). The value of � depends only on the marginal for f on abZ andtherefore f can always be replaced by its marginal involving variables abZ:�(a; bjxZkf) = �(a; bjxZkfX) for abZ � X �W :The values of � allow us to characterize conditional independence relationshipsin the case of binary probability distributions.Lemma 5.2. Let P be a probability distribution on f0; 1gN and ha; bjZi 2E(N). Then a ?? b jZ [P ] i� [8xZ 2 f0; 1gZ �(a; bjxZkP ) = 0 ].Proof. For necessity realize that PZ(xZ) = 0 implies P abZ(xaxbxZ) = 0for all xa;xb 2 f0; 1g and hence �(a; bjxZkP ) = 0. However, in case PZ(xZ) > 0owing to a ?? b jZ [P ] one can writeP abZ(xaxbxZ) = P aZ(xaxZ) � P bZ(xbxZ)PZ(xZ )for xa;xb 2 f0; 1g, xZ 2 f0; 1gZ . It remains to substitute the formula intothe de�nition of �(a; bjxZkP ). For su�ciency we realize that the vanishing of�(a; bjxZkP ) impliesP abZ(xaxbxZ) � P abZ(yaybxZ) = P abZ(xaybxZ) � P abZ(yaxbxZ) :for xa;xb;ya;yb 2 f0; 1g, xZ 2 f0; 1gZ . The summation in this formula throughya;yb 2 f0; 1g yields a ?? b jZ [P ]. 2



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 29It may be di�cult to verify directly that �(a; bjxZkP ) is nonzero. The followinglemma enables us to transform this into a couple of 'simpler' analogous questions.Lemma 5.3. Let P be a distribution on f0; 1gN; Z � N ; a; b; c 2 N n Zdistinct. If a ?? b j cZ [P ], then one has for every xZ 2 f0; 1gZ:�(a; bjxZkP ) 6= 0 i� [�(a; cjxZkP ) 6= 0 & �(c; bjxZkP ) 6= 0 ] :Proof. First, we verify for every xZ 2 f0; 1gZ the formula�(a; bjxZkP ) � P cZ(0xZ) � P cZ(1xZ) = �(a; cjxZkP ) � �(c; bjxZkP ) :Indeed, substitute the equalities P abZ(xaxbxZ) = P abcZ(xaxb0xZ) +P abcZ(xaxb1xZ) into the de�nition of �(a; bjxZ) (we omit the symbol of Pwithin �(�; �j � k�) in the rest of the proof) and obtain by easy calculation:�(a; bjxZ) = Xf�(a; bjxcxZ) ; xc = 0; 1 g+ P abcZ(000xZ) � P abcZ(111xZ) + P abcZ(001xZ) � P abcZ(110xZ)� P abcZ(010xZ) � P abcZ(101xZ) � P abcZ(011xZ) � P abcZ(100xZ) :Owing to a ?? b j cZ [P ] and Lemma 5.2 the terms �(a; bjxcxZ) vanish and wecan write:�(a; bjxZ) � P cZ(0xZ) � P cZ(1xZ) =+ fP abcZ(000xZ) � P cZ(0xZ)g � fP abcZ(111xZ) � P cZ(1xZ)g+ fP abcZ(001xZ) � P cZ(1xZ)g � fP abcZ(110xZ) � P cZ(0xZ)g� fP abcZ(010xZ) � P cZ(0xZ)g � fP abcZ(101xZ) � P cZ(1xZ)g� fP abcZ(011xZ) � P cZ(1xZ)g � fP abcZ(100xZ) � P cZ(0xZ)g :Owing to a ?? b j cZ [P ] the identityP abcZ(xaxbxcxZ) � P cZ(xcxZ) = P acZ(xaxcxZ) � P bcZ(xbxcxZ)can be substituted in every expression in curly brackets. We leave it to thereader to verify that the obtained result is nothing but the expanded expression�(a; cjxZ) � �(c; bjxZ) which concludes the proof of the formula. The formulaimplies the claim of the lemma except in the case P cZ(0xZ) � P cZ(1xZ) = 0.However, in the case P cZ(0xZ) = 0 one can suppose that PZ(xZ) > 0 (otherwisethe claim of the lemma is trivial) and writeP abZ(xaxbxZ) = P abcZ(xaxb1xZ) = P acZ(xa1xZ) � P bcZ(xb1xZ)P cZ(1xZ)by a ?? b j cZ [P ]. This gives �(a; bjxZ) = 0 and the claim of the lemma is alsoveri�ed in this case. Analogous justi�cation holds in case P cZ(1xZ) = 0. 2



30 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERT5.3.2. Elementary potentials The distribution that we are going to de�ne isbased on special potentials associated with pairs of adjacent nodes in a graph.For every u; v 2 N u 6= v and every parameter  2 (�1; 1) we de�ne a potentialon the set f0; 1gfu;vg, called an elementary potential and denoted by Ruv asfollows: Ruv : (0; 0) ! (1 + )=2(0; 1) ! (1� )=2(1; 0) ! (1� )=2(1; 1) ! (1 + )=2 :We leave it to the reader to verify its properties mentioned in the followinglemma.Lemma 5.4. The elementary potential Ruv is a strictly positive function onf0; 1gfu;vg which is constant only in the case  = 0. The following formulas relatemarginalization, multiplication and inverse.(a) (Ruv )fug � 1 � (Ruv )fvg for u; v 2 N distinct,  2 (�1; 1)(b) (Ruw �Rwv� )fu;vg = Ruv�� for u; v; w 2 N distinct, ; � 2 (�1; 1)(c) (Ruv )�1 = 4(1+)�(1�) � Ruv� for u; v 2 N distinct,  2 (�1; 1).We will later utilize substantially the fact that if a function f is a specialproduct of elementary potentials a simple formula for �(�; �j � kf) holds. Theseproperties are illustrated by Figure 13 where a Greek letter accompanying anedge represents the parameter of the elementary potential for the pair of variablesat the end the edge.Lemma 5.5. The following formulas hold.(a) If f = Ruv� where � 2 (�1; 1), Z = ? (see Fig. 13v), then �(u; vj�kf) = �.(b) If f = Ruw� � Rvw� � Rwz where �; �;  2 (�1; 1) and Z = fzg (see Fig. 13i),then �(u; vjxZkf) = � � � � (1� 2)=4 for every xZ 2 f0; 1gZ.(c) If f = Ruw� � Rvw� � Rwz1 � Rwz2� where �; �; ; � 2 (�1; 1) and Z = fz1; z2g(see Fig. 13ii), then �(u; vjxZkf) = � � � � (1� 2) � (1� �2)=16 for everyxZ 2 f0; 1gZ.(d) If f = Rut� �Rtw� �Rvw �Rtz1� �Rwz2" where �; �; ; �; " 2 (�1; 1) and Z = fz1; z2g(see Fig. 13iii), then �(u; vjxZkf) = � �� �  � (1� �2) � (1� "2)=16 for everyxZ 2 f0; 1gZ.(e) If f = Ruv� �Ruw� �Rvw �Rwz� where �; ; � 2 (�1; 1); � = �� � and Z = fzg(see Fig. 13iv), then �(u; vjxZkf) = �� � (1� �2) �  � (1� 2) � �2=16 forevery xZ 2 f0; 1gZ.(f) If f = Rut� �Rtw� �Rvw �Rtz1� �Rtz2" �Rwz3� �Rwz4� where �; �; ; �; "; �; � 2 (�1; 1)and Z = fz1; z2; z3; z4g (see Fig. 13vi), then
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eu ev�(v)
eu evew���� @@@�uz

(i) eu evew���� @@@�@@@  ����uz1 uz2
(ii) eu evet����@@@ � ew@@@���"�uz1 uz2

(iii)
eu evet����@@@ � ew@@@�����uz1 uz2���" uz3@@@� uz4

(vi) eu evet����@@@ � ew@@@�����uz1 uz2=z3���" @@@� uz4
(vii)

eu evew@@@� ������ � uz(iv)

Fig. 13. Pictures illustrating Lemma 5.5.�(u; vjxZkf) = � � � �  � (1� �2) � (1� "2) � (1� �2) � (1� �2)=256for every xZ 2 f0; 1gZ.(g) The same result as in the preceding case holds with modi�cation z2 = z3 (seeFig. 13vii).Proof. We leave it to the reader to verify the formulas. However, we givetwo important hints. First, to avoid di�culties the reader is advised to write andexpand the expression for �(u; vjxZkf) as a polynomial whose primitive termsare (1 + �), (1� �), (1 + �) etc. Then some terms will be cancelled. After thatcancellation one can expand the remaining expression in �; � etc.The second hint is that one need not verify the formula for all possible values ofxZ but just for one possible con�guration, say for con�guration 0Z . The reason isthe form of elementary potentials. For example, in the case (b), the expression for�(u; vj1kf) written in �; �;  can be conceived as the expression for �(u; vj0kf)in which  is replaced by (�). But in the resulting formula for �(u; vj0kf) theparameter  is squared, and therefore �(u; vj1kf) = �(u; vj0kf)! A similar trickcan be used in the other cases: parameters of the edges which enter Z can havealternative signs but the result is always the same. 25.3.3. Core construction of the distribution Let us suppose that the subgraphH satisfying the conditions of Summary 5.1 for a triplet ha; bjZi 2 E(N) was
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yi ii i ic d
e f g h? ?@@@@R� �  � " yi ii i ic d

e f g h? ?@@@@R� �  � "�� � � � 
Fig. 14. Construction of a Markovian distribution.already �xed and choose for every edge fu; vg in H a parameter (u; v) from theinterval (�1; 1). For a connectivity component C of H , H(C) denotes the classof lines in C and arrows heading to C. Under these circumstances we de�ne aprobability distribution P on f0; 1gN as follows:1. De�ne a strictly positive potential QC on f0; 1gC[pa(C) as the product ofelementary potentials for edges in H(C):QC(xC[pa(C)) = Yfu;vg2H(C)Ruv(u;v)(xuv) for xC[pa(C) 2 f0; 1gC[pa(C) :Of course, in caseH(C) = ? the product over the empty set is 1 and thereforeQC � 1.2. For every connectivity component C of H we compute from QC the condi-tional probability QCjpa(C) on C given pa(C):QCjpa(C)(xC jxpa(C)) = QC(xC[pa(C))Qpa(C)C (xpa(C)) for xC[pa(C) 2 f0; 1gC[pa(C) :3. De�ne the distribution P as the product of these conditional probabilities:P (xN ) = YC2CQCjpa(C) (xC jxpa(C)) for xN 2 f0; 1gN ;where C denotes the class of all connectivity components of H .As QC is strictly positive, its marginal Qpa(C)C is also strictly positive and weare allowed to divide by it. Evidently, P is a strictly positive binary probabilitydistribution over N .Example 5.4. To illustrate the construction let us continue with Example5.2. Each edge of the chosen subraph H can be endowed with a parameter fromthe interval (�1; 1). Namely � for c! e, � for e! f ,  for d! f , � for d! g and" for g ! h - see the left picture of Figure 14, where remaining nodes from Figure8 are omitted. Now, we can express the potentials for connectivity components of



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 33H (see the �rst step of the construction): Qef = Rce� �Ref� �Rdf , Qgh = Rdg� �Rgh"and Qu � 1 for any remaining node u of H . Using Lemma 5.4(a)(b) one cancompute their marginals on parent sets: Qcdef = Rcd���� , Qdgh � 1 and Q?u � 2 forremaining u 2 N . Therefore the conditional probabilities from the second stepare: Qef jcd = Rce� �Ref� �Rdf =Rcd���� , Qghjd = Rdg� �Rgh" , and Quj? = 1=2 for anyother u 2 N . Hence, the corresponding probability distribution has the followingform (H has seven singleton connectivity components):P = 2�7 �Rce� �Ref� �Rdf � Rdg� � Rgh" =Rcd���� :. Lemma 5.6. The probability distribution P constructed as described aboveis H-Markovian for any choice of parameters.Proof. One can use Theorem 4.1 from [9]. The condition (ii) there saysthat a (strictly positive) distribution is H-Markovian i� it is the product ofconditional probabilities QC2C QCjpa(C), where QCjpa(C) is computed from anHmorC[pa(C)-Markovian distribution over C [ pa(C). However, our potential QC isnothing but a multiple of such a distribution (by a strictly positive constant)since QC by de�nition factorizes according to the graph HC[pa(C) and thereforeaccording to the graph HmorC[pa(C) (this factorization is equivalent to the Markovproperty for UGs by Proposition 1 from [18]). 2The following lemma gives a more suitable formula for the constructed prob-ability distribution.Lemma 5.7. For every virt u  v in Hmor there exists a unique complex� in H having u; v as its parents. Supposing H and parameters for its edges are�xed we introduce parameters also for virts in Hmor by the formula(u; v) = � Yft;wg2L(t; w) ;where L is the set of edges of the complex � in H which has u and v as its parents.Then the probability distribution P de�ned above has the form:P (xN ) = c � Yfu;vg2H�Ruv(u;v)(xuv) for xN 2 f0; 1gN ;where c > 0 is a strictly positive normalizing constant (depending on the graphH and on the parameters) and H� is the set of edges of Hmor.Proof. Suppose that u; v are di�erent parents of a connectivity componentC of H (for example nodes of a virt in Hmor). Summary 5.1(g) says that C canhave at most two parents. Moreover, it implies that there exist a unique s1 2 Cwith u! s1 in H , and a unique sl 2 C with v ! sl in H , and by Summary 5.1(f)



34 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTwith Lemma 2.1(ii) a unique undirected path s1; : : : ; sl; l � 1 in C between them(of course, it may happen that s1 = sl and the path has only one node). To verifythat the subway � : u! s1 ! : : :! sl  v is a complex in H realize that:a) no other edges can appear among fs1; : : : ; slg as otherwise they have to belines and an undirected cycle exists in C which contradicts Summary 5.1(f),b) no additional edge between u (resp. v) and fs1; : : : ; slg exists as then threearrows heading to C exist, which contradicts Summary 5.1(g),c) no edge between u and v exists, which also follows from Summary 5.1(g).The uniqueness of the complex follows from Summary 5.1(h). Moreover, u  vin Hmor and we have shown that there is a one-to-one correspondence betweenvirts in Hmor and two-parent connectivity components of H .Now, Lemma 2.1(iii) implies that s1; : : : ; sl can be prolonged into a sequences1; : : : ; sk; k � l of all nodes of C, such that every si, i > 1 is joined by aline with just of its one predecessors. This enables us to derive a simple formof the desired marginal for the potential QC = Qfu;vg2H(C)Ruv(u;v) (which isover the set fu; v; s1; : : : ; skg). First, we sum through sk, as only one edge inH(C) enters sk in case k > l by Lemma 5.4(a) the result is also a product ofelementary potentials, but the term associated with edge entering sk disappears.Hence by induction Q�C = Qfu;vg2LRuv(u;v), where L is the set of edges of thecomplex �. By repeated application of Lemma 5.4(b) we get Qfu;vgC = Ruv� , where� =Qfu;vg2L (u; v) and hence by Lemma 5.4(c) (Qfu;vgC )�1 = t�Ruv�� = t�Ruv(u;v)where t = 4(1��)�(1+�) is strictly positive.A similar procedure can be used to show that QuC � 1 for every componentC of H with pa(C) = fug, and Q?C = 2 and for any component C of H withpa(C) = ?.To verify the formula we realize that every edge of H belongs to H(C) foruniquely determined component C. Similarly, an assignment of virts in Hmorto two-parent connectivity components of H was established above. Thus, wecan write: P = QC2C QC � (Qpa(C)C )�1= (QC2C Qft;wg2H(C) Rtw(t;w) ) � (QC2C (Qpa(C)C )�1 )= Qft;wg2H Rtw(t;w) � c � Qfu;vg2H�nH Ruv(u;v) ;where c > 0 is a constant. 2Example 5.5. To illustrate Lemma 5.7 let us consider the graph in theleft picture of Figure 14. The only virt in Hmor is c  d. The correspondingcomplex in H is c ! e ! f  d with parameters �; �; . Thus, �� � � � is the parameter for c  d. The right picture of Figure 14 shows Hmor withcorresponding parameters (the remaining nodes of the original graph from Figure



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 358 are omitted). The formula from Example 5.4 then implies by Lemma 5.4(c):P = 2�5 � 1(1 + � � � � ) � (1� � � � � ) � Rce� � Ref� � Rdf �Rdg� �Rgh" �Rcd����� :5.3.4. Localization In Subsubsection 5.2.3 we showed how to decompose theconsidered trail into segments. This allows us to break down the central prob-lem of showing that the constructed distribution does not satisfy the consideredelementary triplet ha; bjZi for an appropriate choice of parameters:Consequence 5.1. Suppose that P is any of the binary probability distri-butions constructed for H in Subsubsection 5.3.3 and a = u1; : : : ; un = b is thesequence from Subsubsection 5.2.3. If n � 3, then ui ?? un jui+1Z [P ] for everyi = 1; : : : ; n� 2. Moreover, :f a ?? b jZ [P ] g i�[ 9 xZ 2 f0; 1gZ such that 8 i = 1; : : : ; n� 1 �(ui; ui+1jxZkP ) 6= 0] :Proof. Lemma 5.6 says that P is H-Markovian. Thus ui ?? un jui+1Z [P ]by Lemma 5.1. The second claim follows from Lemma 5.2 by a possibly repeatedapplication of Lemma 5.3. 2Thus, it remains to ensure that �(u; vjxZkP ) 6= 0 for each segment [u; v]. Toshow this we will utilize the idea of 'localization' to a certain small set of nodesD described in the following lemma.Lemma 5.8. Let K = (N;K) be a virtual graph and P a probability dis-tribution on f0; 1gN of the form P = c �Qft;wg2KRtw(t;w), where c > 0 is anormalizing constant and (t; w) 2 (�1; 1) a parameter for each ft; wg 2 K. Sup-pose that hu; vjZi 2 E(N) is given such that there exists a path in K from u to voutside Z. Let us denote by D the set of nodes which belongs to an essential pathfor [u; v] (see Subsubsection 5.2.3 for de�nition) in K w.r.t. Z or to an associatedpath for [u; v] in K w.r.t. Z, and D denotes the class of edges of all these paths.Let us put: d(xD) = Yft;wg2DRtw(t;w)(xtw) for xD 2 f0; 1gD :Then, for every xZ 2 f0; 1gZ , �(u; vjxZkP ) 6= 0 i� �(u; vjxZ\Dkd) 6= 0.Proof. Evidently, u; v 2 D. Moreover,if t 2 D n Zuv and ft; wg 2 K for some w 2 N ; then ft; wg 2 D:(5.1)Let us introduce the set E of nodes t 2 N , such that there exists a path from uto t made of edges of K n D which is outside Z with possible exception of t. Edenotes the class of edges of K n D in E. Then v 62 E, as otherwise there existsa path between u and v outside Z made of edges of K nD which contradicts the



36 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTde�nition of D. Using (5.1) we can conclude D \E � Zu. Hence, one can deriveusing the de�nition of E:if t 2 E n Zu and ft; wg 2 K for some w 2 N ; then ft; wg 2 E :(5.2)Finally, we put F = (N n DE) [ (DE \ Zv) and F = K n (D [ E). Thenclearly N = DEF , D \ F � Zv, u 62 F , E \ F � Z and K decomposes intoD, E , F . Further, using (5.1),(5.2) and the de�nition of E one derives thatSft;wg2Fft; wg � F and moreover by DE \ F � Zv:if t 2 F n Zv and ft; wg 2 K for some w 2 N ; then ft; wg 2 F :(5.3)Thus, one can write P = c � Qft;wg2KRtw(t;w) = c � d � e � f , where e(xE) =Qft;wg2E Rtw(t;w)(xtw) is a strictly positive potential over E and f(xF ) =Qft;wg2F Rtw(t;w)(xtw) can be considered as a strictly positive potential over F .We put here e � 1 in case E = ? and f � 1 in case F = ?. The process ofmarginalization of P to uvZ can be done separately: owing to (5.2) summingthrough variables in E n Zu concerns only e, owing to (5.3) summing throughvariables in F n Zv concerns only f and owing to (5.1) summing throughvariables in D n Zuv concerns only d. HenceP uvZ = c � duvZ\D � euZ\E � fvZ\Fand one can write:�(u; vjxZkP ) = c2 � euZ\E(0uxZ\E) � euZ\E(1uxZ\E)� fvZ\F (0vxZ\F ) � fvZ\F (1vxZ\F ) � �(u; vjxZ\DkduvZ\D) :Since all terms in �(u; vjxZkP ) except �(u; vjxZ\DkduvZ\D) = �(u; vjxZ\Dkd)are strictly positive the claim of the lemma is evident. 25.3.5. Main lemma Now, we are able to prove directly the main lemma ofthe section.Lemma 5.9. Suppose that H = (N;H) is the chosen subgraph for ha; bjZi 2E(N) from Summary 5.1 and P any of the constructed probability distributionsfor H from Subsubsection 5.3.3. Then:f a ?? b jZ [P ] g i� [8 ft; wg 2 H (t; w) 6= 0 ] :Proof. Let us consider the decomposition a = u1; : : : ; un = b of the consid-ered trail into segments described in Subsubsection 5.2.3. By Consequence 5.1it su�ces to show for some xZ 2 f0; 1gZ (in fact we show it for arbitrary suchxZ) that [�(u; vjxZkP ) 6= 0 for every segment [u; v] ] i� [(t; w) 6= 0 for everyft; wg 2 H]. This can be shown with help of Lemma 5.8 where K = Hmor: ow-ing to Lemma 5.7 its assumptions are ful�lled for the constructed distribution Pand the question as to when �(u; vjxZ\Dkd) 6= 0 for the corresponding functiond remains to be answered.



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 37This can be done separately for each of 7 possible types of sectors mentioned inSubsubsection 5.2.3. In each case the corresponding class of edges D has a specialform and application of Lemma 5.4 leads to one of the formulas mentioned inLemma 5.5 which will imply that �(u; vjxZ\Dkd) 6= 0 i� parameters of certainclass of edges L[u;v] � H are nonzero. We leave to the reader to check that everyedge in H belongs to some L[u;v].I. If [u; v] contains a free head-to-tail section, then by Observation 5.1 Dconsists of the nodes of the segment only. By consecutive application of Lemma5.4(b) dfu;vg = Ruv� where � is the product of parameters of edges of the segment.Lemma 5.5(a) says that �(u; vj � kd) 6= 0 i� � 6= 0. Thus, L[u;v] consists of theedges of the segment.II. If [u; v] contains a free tail-to-tail section, then by Observation 5.2 the setD is either the mere segment [u; v] or the segment with one branch originatingfrom an inner node of the segment or the segment with two branches whichpossibly may originate from the same inner node. The application Lemma 5.4(b)leads to one of the formulas from Lemma 5.5(a)-(d). The formulas imply that�(u; vjxZ\Dkd) 6= 0 i� all the parameters associated with edges of the segmentsare nonzero. Thus, L[u;v] again consists of the edges of the segment.III. If [u; v] contains a hit head-to-head section, then one applies Observation5.3. Then D = fu; vg and by Lemma 5.5(a) �(u; vjxZ\Dkd) 6= 0 i� (u; v) 6= 0.That means (see Lemma 5.7) that L[u;v] is the class of the edges of the segment.IV. If [u; v] contains a free head-to-head section, then one uses Observation5.4: D consists of the virt, edges of the segment and edges of the downroute.Lemma 5.4(b) then leads to the situation from Lemma 5.5(e) (owing to Lemma5.7). Thus, L[u;v] consists both of the edges of the segment and the edges of thedownroute.V. If [u; v] is the shared part of a slide and its host hit section, then applyObservation 5.5, Lemma 5.4(b), Lemma 5.5(a) to get the conclusion that L[u;v]consists of the edges of [u; v].VI. If [u; v] contains a hit part of a head-to-tail section (for example u is theheel of a slide and v is a tail-terminal of a neighbouring section), then Observation5.6, Lemma 5.4(b), Lemma 5.5(a),(c) imply that L[u;v] consists of the nodes ofthe segment and of the nodes of the slide between its top node and its heel.VII. If [u; v] contains a hit part of a tail-to-tail section, then use Observa-tion 5.7 and Lemma 5.4(b) leads to application of one of formulas from Lemma5.5(a),(c),(f),(g). In any of these cases one concludes that L[u;v] consists both ofthe edges of the segment and of the edges of slides between their heels and topnodes. 25.4. Completeness result Using the results of the previous subsections, weare able to show the completeness property.Consequence 5.2. Let G be a CG over N and hX;Y jZi 2 T (N) such that:hX;Y jZisepG . Then there exists a binary strictly positive G-Markovian distribu-tion P over N such that :fX ?? Y jZ [P ] g.



38 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTProof. Whenever :hX;Y jZisepG then one can �nd a 2 X and b 2 Y suchthat :ha; bjZisepG . Then one can choose a subgraph H described by Summary5.1 and construct a binary probability distribution over N as described in Sub-subsection 5.3.3. It is H-Markovian according to Lemma 5.6 for every choiceof parameters. In case we choose nonzero parameters by Lemma 5.9 one has:f a ?? b jZ [P ] g and hence :fX ?? Y jZ [P ] g by the symmetry and decompo-sition properties of the independency model induced by P - see Subsection 2.1.Finally, the Markov property for H implies the Markov property for G accordingto Lemma 2.3. 26. Appendix6.1. Outline of the subgraph choice procedure In this appendix we show howa subgraph required in Summary 5.1 can be found. To give a global view wedescribe the main steps of the procedure performed in the following four subsec-tions.1. We introduce certain criteria by which to compare the 'complexity' of di�erentactive routes between two nodes and choose a route with minimal complexityin this sense - for details see Subsection 6.2. Moreover, we make a lot ofobservations about such a route.2. We choose a free slide to every tail-terminal of a hit section of the chosenroute.3. A regularization of the chosen route will be made. That is such a modi�cationthat the new obtained route still has minimal complexity, and moreover itis a trail, its sections meet regularly, and the chosen slides are regular w.r.t.their host sections - for details see Subsection 6.4. Note that the regularizationprocedure is necessary to derive all the properties from Summary 5.1.4. We choose a downroute for every free head-to-head section of the regularizedroute.5. We verify that the regularized route, the chosen slides and the downroutescomply with all the requirements from Summary 5.1 and therefore the chosensubgraph composed of them solves our problem.6.2. Minimal complexity principle Throughout the appendix we supposethat G is a CG over N and ha; bjZi 2 E(N) such that :ha; bjZisepG is given.Supposing that � is a route between a and b, which is active w.r.t. Z, the sectionscore of � is the number of sections of � which are either hit by Z or head-to-head w.r.t. �. The return score of � is the number of pairs of distinct sections of� which meet each other. We say that � has minimal complexity if it has minimalsection score within the class of active routes between a and b and moreoverhas minimal return score within the class of active routes between a and b withminimal section score.Every pair of di�erent sections �, � of the route � in G delimits a subroute of �consisting of sections between � and � including � and �. One can classify the
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6?6Fig. 15. Illustrative pictures for the proofs of Observation 6.1 and Observation 6.2.terminals of � as follows: one of them is the outward terminal w.r.t. the subroute(that is, the endpoint of the subroute between � and �) and the other one is theinward terminal w.r.t. the subroute. Similarly the terminals of � can be classi-�ed. Note that this classi�cation of terminals is independent of the classi�cationaccording to the orientation of outgoing edges introduced in Subsection 4.1 (i.e.tail-terminals and head-terminals).In all observations below we suppose that � is an active route between a andb which has minimal complexity. Note, that in proofs we will often utilize thefollowing clear transitivity principle. If nodes u and v of G are connected by afree undirected route in G and there exists a free slide in G to u, then thereexists a free slide in G to v.Another heritage principle will be used when an old active route � in G willbe replaced by a new route %. If v is a node in N (usually a tail-terminal of asection of %) which was a tail-terminal of a hit section of �, then the assumptionthat � is active implies that there exists a free slide in G to v.Observation 6.1. Di�erent free sections of � do not meet each other.Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that di�erent free sections � and �share a node w. Let u (resp. v) be the outward terminal of � (resp. �) - see theleft picture of Figure 15. Note that it may happen that u = w or v = w. Thenone can create from � a new route % between a and b by replacing the subrouteof � delimited by � and � by a new section  made of the part of � between uand w and the part of � between w and v.In case  is a head-to-head section w.r.t. % there exists a descending routecopying � from w to a head-to-head section � of � (possibly � = � or � = �).Thus, w has a descendant in Z and therefore % is active w.r.t. Z and the sectionscore of % does not exceed the section score of �.In case  is not a head-to-head section it is not blocked since it is free. Thus,also in this case % is active and the section score is again not raised by the
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? ?Fig. 16. Illustrative pictures for the proofs of Observation 6.3 and Observation 6.4.described change.However, it is evident that % has lower return score than �, contradicting theassumption that � has minimal complexity. 2Observation 6.2. A free head-to-tail section of � does not meet anothersection of �.Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that � is a free head-to-tail sectionwhich shares a node w with a di�erent section � and u (resp. v) are the outwardterminals of � (resp. �) - see the right picture of Figure 15 (which depicts thesubcase in which u is a tail-terminal). By the same procedure as in the proof ofObservation 6.1 one can form a new route %.In case  is a head-to-head section w.r.t. % one can repeat the arguments fromObservation 6.1 to show that % is active and its section score does not exceedthe section score of �.In case  is not a head-to-head section it su�ces to show that  is not blockedin %. It is evident when  is free. If  is hit and u is its tail-terminal w.r.t. %,then a free slide in G to u exists, made of nodes of � and the tail-terminal of theneighbouring section of � in � in direction to � (recall that � is a free head-to-tailsection). In the case where v is a tail-terminal of  the heritage principle ensuresthat there is a free slide in G to v since v is a tail-terminal of hit section � of �.Either, % is active w.r.t. Z and the section score was not raised by the describedchange.Finally, % has lower return score than � which contradicts the assumption that� has minimal complexity. 2Observation 6.3. There is no undirected route in G between nodes of dif-ferent hit sections of �. In particular, di�erent hit sections do not meet eachother.
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?6 ?Fig. 17. Illustrative pictures for the proof Observation 6.5.Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that � and � are di�erent hit sectionswith outward terminals u and v and that an undirected route � connects a nodew of � and a node t of � - see the left picture of Figure 16. Note that the case inwhich � and � meet each other occurs if w = t, i.e. � consists of one node. Onecan create from � a new route % by replacing its subroute between u and v by anew section  made of the part of � between u and w, by � , and by the part of� between t and v.If  is a head-to-head section w.r.t. %, then it is not blocked by Z since it hasevidently a descendant in Z.If  is not a head-to-head section, then it is either a free section or one canshow that it is not blocked by the heritage principle. In either case,  is notblocked.Thus, % is an active route with lower section score than � which contradictsthe assumption. 2Observation 6.4. There is no free undirected route in G between nodes ofdi�erent free tail-to-tail sections of �.Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that � and � are di�erent free tail-to-tail sections with outward terminals u and v and that a free undirected route �leads from a node w of � to a node t of � - see the right picture of Figure 16.One can create from � a new route % by the same procedure as in the proof ofObservation 6.3.The new section  is a free tail-to-tail section w.r.t. %. Therefore % is an activeroute with lower section score than � (there is at least one head-to-head sectionof � between � and �) which contradicts the assumption. 2Observation 6.5. There is no free descending route in G from a node of afree section of � to a tail-terminal of a hit section of �.



42 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTProof. Suppose for a contradiction that � is a free section and � is a hitsection, u is the outward terminal of �, v the outward terminal of �, t is theinward terminal of � and that a free descending route � leads from a node wof � to a tail-terminal of �. Thus, one can distinguish two basic cases: either �leads to v or � leads to t - see Figure 17. In both cases one can create from �a new route % by replacing the subroute between u and v by a new subroute �made of the part of � between u and w, by � , and possibly by the whole sectionof � between t and v.In case � leads to v the whole subroute � is composed of free head-to-tailor tail-to-tail sections. Therefore % is active and has lower section score than �which contradicts the assumption.In case � leads to t the only section of � which is not a free head-to-tail ortail-to-tail section is the last section , containing v. If  is a head-to-head sectionw.r.t. %, it is not blocked because it is hit. In the case where  is not a head-to-head section we use the heritage principle to show that there exists a free slidein G to its possible tail-terminal v. The existence of a free slide in G to the othertail-terminal of  (it may even be u!) can be shown by the transitivity principle:it is connected by an undirected free subroute of � to t, and there exists a freeslide to t (by the heritage principle). Thus, % is active.On the other hand, since t is a tail-terminal of � there exists a head-to-headsection � of � between � and � (otherwise the part of � from t to w together with� forms a directed pseudocycle in G - see Lemma 2.2(ii)). The old subroute of �gave at least two points to the section score, while � gives just one point. Hence,% has lower section score than � what contradicts the assumption. 2Observation 6.6. There is no free descending route in G from a head-terminal of a hit section of � to a tail-terminal of a hit section of �.Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that � is a hit section with a head-terminal and � a hit section with a tail-terminal, u (resp. v) is the outwardterminal of � (resp. �), w (resp. t) is the possible inward terminal of � (resp. �)if it exists (note that in general one can have � = �) and that a free descendingroute � in G leads from a head-terminal of � to a tail-terminal of �. Thus, onecan distinguish four basic cases according to the end-nodes of � - see Figure18. In all cases one can create from � a new route % by replacing the subroutebetween u and v by a new subroute � made possibly by � (if � leads from w),by � , and possibly by � (if � leads to t).In case � leads from u to v (see the upper left picture of Figure 18, it mayhappen that � = �) the new subroute � is composed of free head-to-tail sectionsand therefore % has lower section score than � which contradicts the assumption.In case � leads from u to t (see the upper right picture of Figure 18, here� 6= �) only the section  of � containing v deserves attention. As it is hit, it isnot blocked in the case in which it is a head-to-head section. Otherwise we use theheritage principle for v. The subroute � adds just one point to the section score,
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Fig. 18. Illustrative pictures for the proof of Observation 6.6.
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6 ?Fig. 19. Illustrative pictures for the proof of Observation 6.7.while the the old subroute gave at least two points. Hence, the contradiction.In case � leads from w to v (see the bottom left picture of Figure 18, here� 6= �) only the section � containing u is interesting. To show that � is notblocked one can use the heritage principle for u and the transitivity principle forthe other tail-terminal (w has a free slide in G, simply the arrow of � heading tow). The decrease of the section score contradicts the assumption.In the case where � leads from w to t (see the bottom right picture of Figure18) only the sections containing either u or v deserve attention. The argumentsas to why they are not blocked can be repeated from the previous two cases.Moreover, there exists a head-to-head section in the subroute of � between �and � (otherwise the part of � from t to w can be prolonged by � to a directedpseudocycle). Therefore the old subroute between u and v gave at least threepoints to the section score while � gives at most two points, which contradictsthe assumption. 2Observation 6.7. There is no free descending route in G from a head-terminal of a hit section of � to a node of a free tail-to-tail section of �.Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that � is a hit section with a head-terminal and � is a free tail-to-tail section, u (resp. v) is the outward terminal of� (resp. �), w the inward terminal of � and a free descending route � leads froma head-terminal of � to a node t of �. Thus, one can distinguish two basic cases- see Figure 19. In both cases one can create from � a new route % by a similarprocedure as to that used in the proof of Observation 6.6.In case � leads from u (see the left picture) one can repeat the arguments usedin the �rst case of the proof of Observation 6.6.In case � leads from w (see the right picture) one can verify that % is activesimilarly to the third case in the proof of Observation 6.6. As there exists ahead-to-head section in the subroute of � between � and � (otherwise there
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? ?Fig. 20. Illustrative pictures for the proof of Observation 6.8.exists a directed pseudocycle in G) the old subroute gave at least two points tothe section score while � gives just one point. Hence, the contradiction. 2Observation 6.8. There is no free route without head-to-head sections inG between di�erent tail-terminals of a hit section (or hit sections) of �.Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that � and � (possibly � = �) are hitsections and that a free route � in G without head-to-head sections leads from atail-terminal of � to a tail-terminal of �. Let u (resp. v) be the outward terminalof � (resp. �) (in the case where � = � simply u and v are the tail-terminals ofthe section). Denote by w (resp. t) possible inward terminals of � (resp. �) in thecase where � 6= �. One can distinguish three basic cases depending on whetheroutward or inward terminals are connected - see Figure 20. In all cases one cancreate from � a new route % by a similar procedure to that used in the proof ofObservation 6.6.If � connects u and v (see the left picture, here posssibly � = �), then �consists of free head-to-tail or tail-to-tail sections and no point is added to thesection score by �. But the old subroute gave at least one point to the sectionscore, which contradicts the assumption.If � leads from u to t (see the middle picture, here � 6= �), then only thesection containing v deserves attention. The argument as to why � is not blockedis similar the second case of the proof of Observation 6.5. The case when � leadsfrom w to v is covered by interchange of � and �.If � connects w and t (see the right picture), then only the sections of �containing u and v are of interest. One can use the heritage and transitivityprinciples to show that they are not blocked and get the desired contradictionsimilarly to the fourth case of Observation 6.6. 2Observation 6.9. There is no descending route in G which is free with thepossible exception of its last node, and leads from a node of a free head-to-head
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6 6Fig. 21. Illustrative pictures for the proofs of Observation 6.9 and Observation 6.10.section of � to a node of a di�erent section of �. In particular, a free head-to-headsection of � does not meet a di�erent section of �.Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that � is a free head-to-head section, �a di�erent section, u (resp. v) the outward terminal of � (resp. �), a descendingroute � in G leads from a node w of � and a node t of �, and all nodes of � withthe possible exception of t are outside Z - see the left picture of Figure 21. Notethat the case when � meets � corresponds to the situation w = t. Then one cancreate from � a new route % by replacing the subroute between u and v by a newsubroute � made possibly of the part of � between u and w (if u 6= w), by � , andpossibly by the part of � between t and v (if t 6= v). With the possible exceptionof the section  containing v all sections of � are free head-to-tail sections.If  is a head-to-head section w.r.t. %, then either � is a head-to-head sectionw.r.t. � or there exists a head-to-head section � of � between � and � (otherwisethe part of � from t to w together with � forms a directed pseudocycle). In eithercase  is active. Therefore the old subroute between u and v gave at least twopoints to the section score while � adds at most one point, which contradicts theassumption.If  is not a head-to-head section, then either it is free (and the section scoredecreases) or one can use the heritage principle to show that it is not blocked.Then � adds just one point to the section score while the old subroute gave atleast two points. In either case, it contradicts the assumption. 2Observation 6.10. Descending routes in G from nodes of di�erent freehead-to-head sections of � to nodes in Z, which are free with the exception oftheir last nodes, do not meet each other.Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that � and � are di�erent free head-to-head sections, u (resp. v) is the outward terminal of � (resp. �), � is a descendingroute from a node w of � to a node in Z, ! is a descending route from a node t of� to a node in Z, and � and ! share a node z - see the right picture of Figure 21.
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��� @@@��� @@@p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p p pe u e u e u e e ue e ee e e e e-� ? ? ? ? ?6Fig. 22. An illustrative picture for the proof of Observation 6.11.Then one can form from � a new route % by replacing the subroute of � betweenu and v by a new subroute � consisting of the part of � from u to w (if u 6= w),the part of � from w to z, the part of ! from z to t and the part of � from t tov (if t 6= v).All sections of � with exception of the section containing z are free head-to-tail sections. The section which contains z is a head-to-head section w.r.t. % andhas a descendant in Z. Therefore � adds just one point to the section score whilethe old subroute gave at least two points. That contradicts the assumption. 2Observation 6.11. All the occurrences of nodes of a free tail-to-tail sectionof � within a hit section � of � cannot be con�ned in the subroute of � betweenthe occurrences of nodes of a di�erent tail-to-tail section within �.Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that � is a hit section, � and  aredi�erent free tail-to-tail sections, u and v is the �rst and last occurence of a nodeof � within �, at least one node w occurs both in  and �, and all the occurencesof nodes of  in � are between u and v - see Figure 22. Then one can form from� a new route % by replacing the subroute of � within � between u and v by anew subroute � made of the part of � from u to v.The revised section � is not blocked in % for the same reason that the originalsection � was not blocked in �. Moreover, the section score of % does not exceedthe section score of �. However, as � does not meet a section other than � (seeConsequence 6.5 below which is proved without this Observation 6.11) % haslower return score than � ( and � do not meet each other after the change)which contradicts the assumption that � has minimal complexity. 26.3. The choice of the route and free slides Given a CG G over N andha; bjZi 2 E(N) with :ha; bjZisepG our �rst construction step is to choose a routebetween a and b which is active w.r.t. Z and has minimal complexity in the sense



48 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTdescribed in Subsection 6.2. Let us denote it by �. Although it could be modi�edwithin sections in the following Subsection 6.4 its arrows between sections willremain �xed. The �rst basic property of the chosen route is formulated here.Consequence 6.1. If �, � are di�erent sections of a minimal complexityactive route which share a node, then up to the mutual interchange of � and �the following conditions hold.(i) � is a free tail-to-tail section,(ii) � is a hit section,(iii) the shared nodes do not belong to any terminal free zone of �.Proof. Observation 6.1 excludes the possibility that both � and � are free,while Observation 6.3 excludes the possibility that both � and � are hit. Let'ssuppose concretely that � is free and � hit. By Observation 6.2 � is not a head-to-tail section, by Observation 6.9 � is not a head-to-head section. So, � is atail-to-tail section. Finally, by Observation 6.5 � cannot meet a tail-terminalfree zone of � and by Observation 6.7 � cannot meet a head-terminal free zoneof �. 2The second construction step is to choose for every tail-terminal of a hit sectionof � a free slide in G to that tail-terminal. To avoid ambiguity of the procedurethe following property is useful.Consequence 6.2. Terminal free zones for di�erent tail-terminals of hitsections (resp. of a hit section) of a minimal complexity active route do not meeteach other. In particular, no node of G can be twice (or more times) a tail-terminal of a hit section of �.Proof. This follows directly from Observation 6.8. 2The chosen route � is active w.r.t. Z by the assumption, and therefore thereexists at least one free slide to every tail-terminal of a hit section of �. We chooseand �x just one free slide for every such tail-terminal. Owing to Consequence 6.2'tail-terminal' zones in � are disjoint and therefore no slide in G can lead to dis-tinct 'tail-terminal' zones. Thus, every (free) slide in G has uniquely determinedits host section in a minimal complexity active route � (more exactly, the 'tail-terminal' free zone of the host section is uniquely determined). And, of course,one cannot ascribe the same free slide to di�erent tail-terminals. Moreover, onecan easily derive the following stronger conclusion.Consequence 6.3. The (chosen) free slides to di�erent tail-terminals ofhit sections (resp. of a hit section) of a minimal complexity route do not meeteach other. Any chosen free slide does not meet a free section of the route or aterminal free zone of a hit section of the route (except the corresponding terminalfree zone of the host section).
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Fig. 23. Shortening of sections.Proof. The �rst claim follows from Observation 6.8, the second one fromObservation 6.5 and the third one from Observations 6.6 and 6.8 (depending onwhether one considers a head-terminal free zone or a tail-terminal free zone). 26.4. Regularization The third constuction step is regularization of �, that is,a series of possible changes within sections. The changes will be performed inthe following three stages.� Sections of � will be possibly shortened to consist of distinct nodes.� Hit sections with tail-terminals will be possibly modi�ed to have the chosenfree slides regular with respect to their host sections.� Hit sections which meet tail-to-tail free sections will be possibly modi�ed tomeet regularly those free tail-to-tail sections.6.4.1. Shortening of sections Supposing � is a section of � and u a node of �which is repeated in � we omit the subroute of � (within �) between the �rst andthe last occurence of u in � and replace it by a single occurence of u - see Figure23. Evidently, the shortened section � has the same terminals as the original sec-tion �, and therefore the modi�ed route will also be active and the section scorewill not be raised. As � was supposed to have minimal section score, the sectionscore remains unchanged. Similarly, the return score is saved by the describedchange and the modi�ed route also has minimal complexity. Nevertheless, theresult of all such modi�cations is a route having sections consisting of distinctnodes.6.4.2. Regularization of hit sections with respect to free slides Supposing u isa tail-terminal of a hit section of � (already with sections consisting of distinctnodes), � is the hit section having u as its tail-terminal (uniquely determined byConsequence 6.2) and " the free slide chosen for u in Subsection 6.3. Then we �ndthe last node w of � in the direction away from u which belongs to ". Surely, w is
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u w� "?��� @@@ ���e u e ue ee� -� @@�� u w� "?��� @@@ ���e u e ue ee� -�Fig. 24. Regularization with respect to free slides.not the top node of " (otherwise a directed pseudocycle is formed by " and by apart of �). Thus, one can replace the subroute of � between u and w within � bythe corresponding part of " - see Figure 24 (that is under condition that " is notalready regular with respect to �). As only � could possibly be changed, but notits terminals, the modi�ed route will also be active. The section score is surelynot raised by this modi�cation. Owing to the assumption that � has minimalcomplexity the section score keeps the same value. To see that the return scorewas not raised by the described change one needs the following property.Consequence 6.4. There is no free undirected route in G between a tail-terminal of a hit section of a minimal complexity route and a di�erent section ofthe route.Proof. In the case that the other section is hit it follows from Observation6.3, in the case that it is free from Observation 6.5 (note that every undirectedroute is a descending route). 2Indeed, if a section � of the modi�ed route (di�erent from �) meets � in themodi�ed route, then � is a section of the original route � and by Consequence 6.4it cannot meet " in a non-top node. Hence � also has to meet � in the originalroute �. Thus, the return score was not raised, so by the assumption about � itis saved and the modi�ed route also has minimal complexity.As w is the last occurence of a node of " in � the rest of � after w does notmeet the new part of �. Moreover, both � in the original route � and " consist ofdistinct nodes. Therefore also the modi�ed section � will consist of distinct nodes.Owing to Consequence 6.3 the node w can never occur in a part of � formedfrom a (free) slide to another tail-terminal of � during a prior regularization step.Thus, all formerly regularized slides remain regular and the result of all thesemodi�cations will be a route with sections consisting of distinct nodes such thatall chosen slides are regular with respect to their host sections.6.4.3. Regularization of hit sections with respect to free tail-to-tail sectionsTo ensure feasibility of the procedure below the following property is needed.
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u v� ���� @@@p p p p p p p p p pe e eu e u e ue �-?6 ? ? @@�� u v� ���� @@@p p p p p p p p p pe e eu e u e ue �-?6 ? ?Fig. 25. Regularization with respect to free tail-to-tail sections.Consequence 6.5. A free tail-to-tail section of a minimal complexity routemeets at most one other section of the route.Proof. Suppose that a free tail-to-tail section � meets two di�erent sections� and . By Observation 6.1 both � and  is hit. But then an undirected routein G between nodes of � and  composed of nodes of � exists which contradictsObservation 6.3. 2Thus, supposing � is a free tail-to-tail section of � which meets another sectionof �, the (hit) section � which meets � is uniquely determined. We �nd the �rstand the last occurences of a node of � in � and denote them by u and v andpossibly replace the subroute of � between u and v within � by the correspondingpart of � - see Figure 25 (that is under condition that � and � do not meetregularly already). As only � can possibly be a�ected by the change, but not inits terminals, the modi�ed route will remain active. Moreover, the section scorewill not be raised and therefore, by the assumption about �, the value of thesection score is saved. A similar conclusion holds for the return score. If a section of the modi�ed route (di�erent from �) meets � in the modi�ed route, then itis a section of the original route � and by Consequence 6.5 cannot share a nodewith � unless it is �. Hence  must meet � also in the original route � and themodi�ed route still has minimal complexity.Owing to the de�nition, the new part of � does not meet the remaining originalparts of �. As sections were already composed of distinct nodes, the modi�edsection � will also consist of distinct nodes.Consequence 6.3 implies that the nodes u; v (belonging to a free section) cannever occur in the terminal parts of � which were possibly made of nodes of(chosen) free slides during a former regularization procedure with respect to theslides. Thus, the chosen slides will also remain regular with respect to their hostsections after the described change.



52 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTAs one hit section � can meet several free tail-to-tail sections we have alsoto verify that the described change saves the results of a former regularizationprocedure with respect to another free tail-to-tail section which meets �. Owingto Observation 6.1 no node of � can belong to another free tail-to-tail section, inparticular neither u nor v can be inside the part of � which was possibly formedfrom the nodes another free tail-to-tail section during a prior regularization pro-cedure. By Observation 6.11 a formerly regularized part of � also cannot occurbetween u and v in �. Thus, the interval of the original section � between u andv is does not meet a formerly regularized region of �. Hence, the results of allformer regularizations will be saved.Thus, after all described changes of the modi�ed route one has an active routewith minimal complexity, its sections consist of distinct nodes, the chosen slidesare regular with respect to their host sections and its sections meet regularly(recall Consequence 6.1). To see that the regularized route is a trail we realizethat its arrows cannot be repeated as otherwise two di�erent sections share atail-terminal which contradicts Consequence 6.1.6.5. The choice of downroutes and veri�cation of conditions from Summary5.1 There exists at least one downroute for every free head-to-head section ofthe chosen active trail. Our fourth construction step is to choose and �x just onedownroute for every free head-to-head section of the (regularized) trail. As di�er-ent free head-to-head sections do not share a node by Observation 6.1 one cannotascribe the same downroute to di�erent free head-to-head sections. Moreover, onecan easily derive the following properties.Consequence 6.6. Downroutes chosen for di�erent free head-to-head sec-tions do not meet each other. Every chosen downroute does not meet any chosenslide or a section of a minimal complexity route except its host section.Proof. The �rst claim follows from Observation 6.10, the second claim canbe derived from Observation 6.9. 2The �fth construction step is to verify that the regularized route, the chosenslides and the chosen downroutes satisfy all conditions from Summary 5.1.Condition (a) follows from Consequence 6.6.As concerns condition (b) the regularity of the chosen free slides was ensuredin Subsection 6.4, by Consequences 6.3 and 6.6 the chosen slides can only meethit sections outside their terminal free zones (with the exception of the hostsection). If the slide meets a section in a non-top node, then by Observation6.3 it is the host section. Otherwise they share just the top node, necessarily ina middle free zone, and the section is uniquely determined by Observation 6.3(otherwise two di�erent hit sections of � share a node).As concerns condition (c), the regularity was ensured in Subsection 6.4, therest can be derived from Consequences 6.1 and 6.5.



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 53As concerns condition (d), the slide uniqueness follows from Observation 6.8,the section uniqueness from Observation 6.4 and the combined uniqueness fromObservation 6.5.Condition (e) is evident.Condition (f) can be veri�ed by an analysis of possible connectivity compo-nents in H using Consequences 6.1, 6.3 and 6.6:{ If a node does not belong to a downroute, a slide or a section, then it is isolatedin H and therefore its connectivity component is a singleton without parents.{ If a node belongs to a downroute, then either its connectivity component in His a simple path with one parent or it belongs to the connectivity componentof the host section of the downroute.{ The top node of a slide either forms a singleton connectivity component with-out parents in H or it belongs to a connectivity component of another hitsection.{ A non-top node of a slide belongs to the connectivity component of the hostsection.{ If a node belongs to a free head-to-tail section, then its connectivity componentin H consists of a simple path with one parent.{ If a node belongs to a free tail-to-tail section, then its connectivity compo-nent in H is a simple path without parents or it belongs to the connectivitycomponent of a hit section.{ If a node belongs to a free head-to-head section, then its connectivity com-ponent is a simple path between the terminals of the section with a possiblebranch made of nodes of the corresponding downroute.{ If a node belongs to a hit section, then its connectivity component consists ofa simple path between its terminals and possible branches made of slides orparts of free tail-to-tail sections which meet the hit section (note that no cyclecan appear as the route � was regularized!).As concerns condition (g), the preceding analysis says that two arrows maybe directed only to a connectivity component of H which corresponds to a hitor head-to-head section �. An entering arrow can either belong to a free slidefor a tail-terminal of � (then the parent node of the connectivity component isthe top node of the slide) or it can belong to the route (then the parent nodeis a tail-terminal of a neighbouring section of �). Thus, the parent nodes di�erby Consequences 6.1 and 6.3. They cannot be joined by an edge of a chosenslide or a downroute by Consequences 6.3 and 6.6. Supposing that the parentnodes are joined by a line of a section � one can derive by Consequence 6.3 (thecase of the top node of a slide) resp. by Consequences 6.1 and 6.5 (the case oftail-terminals) that the section � is hit and the considered line belongs to one ofits middle free zones. But that situation contradicts to condition (d) which hasalready been veri�ed. Suppose the parent nodes are joined by an arrow u ! vof � (say, originating from a section �) Consequence 6.3 excludes u belongingto a chosen free slide. But then at least one of the neighbouring sections of �,



54 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTsay , meets the section � at u. The case � 6=  means that they meet in theirterminals which contradicts Consequence 6.1. The nasty possibility that � = can be excluded as follows. Of course, the arrow u! v cannot coincide with thearrow from � to � as otherwise v is simultaneously a parent of the componentand belongs to the component (resulting in a directed pseudocycle). Thus, theonly remaining possibility is that � (= ) is a singleton tail-to-tail section. Thenv is a head-terminal of a further section � (in direction from � to �). Thus, vcannot belong to a free slide by Consequence 6.3. Hence, v has to be a tail-terminal of the other neighbouring section of �, say of � (i.e. di�erent from �).Since � 6= � Consequence 6.1 leads to a contradiction. Thus, the parent nodescannot be joined by an edge in H .To verify (h) suppose for a contradiction that �1 : u ! t1 ! : : : ! ts  v,s � 1 and �2 : u ! w1 ! : : : ! wr  v, r � 1 are complexes in H havingdi�erent nodes u; v as parents. The region of any complex in H must belong to aconnectivity component of H with two parents. Supposing that ft1; : : : ; tsg andfw1; : : : ; wrg belong to di�erent connectivity components ofH , which correspondto di�erent sections � and  of � by Consequence 6.3 none of the arrows u! t1and u! w1 can belong to a chosen free slide. Thus, the arrows belong to � andu should be twice a tail-terminal of a section, namely of neighbouring sectionsof � and . Therefore, by Consequence 6.1 the neighbouring sections of � and containing u must coincide. The only possibility is that the the singleton fugforms a free tail-to-tail section between � and . However the same conclusioncan be derived for v which implies the contradictory conclusion u = v. Thus,the regions of �1 and �2 must belong to the same connectivity component Cof H . Necessarily t1 = w1 as otherwise di�erent arrows u ! t1, u ! w1 andv ! ts enter C which contradicts the condition (g). Similarly ts = wr. Howeveraccording to (f) and Lemma 2.1(ii) there exist just one undirected path betweent1 = w1 and ts = wr in H . Hence �1 = �2.6.6. Proof of Lemma 5.1 Throughout this subsection we suppose that His the chosen subgraph for ha; bjZi 2 E(N) mentioned in Summary 5.1 andu1; : : : ; un, n � 3 is the corresponding sequence of segment delimiters introducedin Subsubsection 5.2.3. Our proof is based on an analysis of special paths inHmor.By a basic path in Hmor (resp. in H) we will mean any path in Hmor (resp. inH) between nodes of u1 : : : unZ whose inner nodes are outside u1 : : : unZ.The �rst claim of Lemma 5.1 says that for i = 1; : : : ; n�2 every path in Hmorfrom u1 : : : ui to ui+2 : : : un is hit by ui+1Z. To reach this conclusion it su�cesto verify that every path in Hmor from ui to ui+2 : : : un is hit ui+1Z (for eachi = 1; : : : ; n � 2). One can show this by verifying that in every case which canoccur for ui every basic path from ui in Hmor leads either to a node in Z, orto ui+1, or to ui�1 (when i � 2). We will give a complete justi�cation of ourarguments on the basis of Summary 5.1 only in several initial cases, just to showhow a detailed proof can be carried out. The justi�cation of analogous argumentsin later cases would be nothing but a mechanical repetition of considerations



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 55already mentioned from in the initial cases and will be omitted. Several �nalcases will be left to the reader completely.6.6.1. Basic paths from the �rst node First, we show that every basic pathin Hmor from u1 leads to u2Z. One can distinguish several possibilities for the�rst section � of the considered trail which has u1 as its tail-terminal.If � is a free head-to-tail section, then no other edge in H enters a node of �except lines of � and the arrow from the tail-terminal u2 of the next section tothe head-terminal of �. Indeed, such an edge belongs either to the trail � , or toa free slide for some tail-terminal of a hit section of � , or to a downroute for afree head-to-head section of � . It does not belong to a downroute as otherwisethe downroute meets � which contradicts Summary 5.1(a). It does not belongto a slide as otherwise the slide meets � which contradicts Summary 5.1(b). Ifthe edge belongs to � (and it is not of the type described above), then � meetsanother section of � which contradicts Summary 5.1(c). Moreover, no virt inHmor can enter a node of �. Indeed, if a virt in Hmor enters a node t 2 N , thenthere exists an arrow in H outgoing from t and this is not the case. Thus, everybasic path from u1 in Hmor leads to u2 in this case.If � is a free tail-to-tail section with at least two nodes, then Summary 5.1(a)-(c) implies that the only edges in H (except the lines of � and the arrow of �outgoing from the other tail-terminal u2 of �) which can possibly enter �, arelines of a middle free zone of a hit section of � (uniquely determined in thatcase). But then no further edge in H enters a node of the middle free zone bySummary 5.1(d). Thus, every basic path in H from u1 leads either to a node inZ (a limit of the middle free zone) or to the other tail-terminal u2 of �. With theexception of u2 the nodes of such a path cannot be entered by a virt in Hmor.Hence, the claim can be extended to basic paths in Hmor.If � is a singleton free tail-to-tail section, then the arrow from u1 enters thenext section � and one can distinguish four subcases depending on the type of �.However, in each subcase the arguments concerning a possible middle free zonewhich meets � can be repeated.- If � is a free head-to-tail section, then by Summary 5.1(a)-(c) no other edge inH enters � (except those implicitly considered). In particular, the connectivitycomponent of H containing the nodes of � has just one parent u1. This impliesthat no virt in Hmor can enter u1 and every basic path in Hmor from u1 leadseither to Z or to the tail-terminal u2 of �.- If � is a hit head-to-tail section, then the arrow from u1 to � enters either anode in Z or a head-terminal free zone of �. In the latter case one can showthat no other edge in Hmor enters the head-terminal free zone (except thoseimplicitly considered). However, there exists a virt in Hmor between u1 andthe top node w of the slide to the tail-terminal of �. The slide then leads toits heel u2 and the only possible branches in Hmor occur when a middle freezone of another hit section contains w. In either case, every basic path in Hmorfrom u1 leads to Z or u2.- If � is a hit head-to-head section, then one can repeat the arguments from



56 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTprevious case with the modi�cation that the virt from u1 leads directly to thetail-terminal u2 of the section following after �.- If � is a free head-to-head section, then one can use the same procedure, butinstead of a head-terminal free zone of � one considers the whole free section� and a downroute for � to a node in Z. By standard arguments one canshow that no other edge in Hmor can enter � or the downroute (except thoseimplicitly considered).If � is a hit section and the heel u2 of the slide to u1 di�ers from u1, then noother edge in Hmor enters the path between u1 and u2 (except those implicitlyconsidered).If � is a hit tail-to-tail section and u1 is also the heel of the slide for u1, thenthe only two edges in Hmor entering u1 are a line of � and an edge of the slide.The line of � leads in Hmor to a node in Z while the slide leads to its top nodew. The only other edges of Hmor possibly entering w are the lines of a middlefree zone of another hit section which lead to a node in Z, and the virt to the topnode t of the slide to the other tail-terminal of �. With the proviso of a possiblemiddle free zone of a hit section which can meet t the other slide leads to its heelu2.If � is a hit head-to-tail section and u1 the heel of the corresponding slide,then one can repeat the procedure from the previous case with the modi�cationthat the virt from w leads directly to the tail-terminal u2 of the next section �.6.6.2. Basic paths from the other nodes The veri�cation of the fact thatevery basic path from ui (2 � i � n � 2) leads to ui�1ui+1Z is analogous andwill be left to the reader. The main di�erence is the larger number of cases asone has to distinguish several possible 'directions' out of ui (up to 6 edges inHmor may enter ui).If ui is a tail-terminal of a section � and an outgoing arrow from ui enters asection � (either the next one or the preceding one), then one can distinguish fourcases for � depending whether it is free or hit, and a head-to-tail or a head-to-head section. This is completely analogous to the 4 subcases of the situation fromthe preceding subsubsection, where u1 forms a singleton free tail-to-tail section.The analysis used there can also be used here to show that basic paths in Hmorfrom ui which start either with the outgoing arrow or with the corresponding(possible) virt lead to ui�1ui+1Z.If ui is a tail-terminal of a section � and one considers basic paths in Hmorfrom ui which start with another edge in Hmor, then one can distinguish (upto) nine cases analogous to all nine cases of the situation from the precedingparagraph. The arguments of that analysis can repeated here, too.If ui is a heel of a slide for a di�erent tail-terminal (either ui�1 or ui+1) of ahit section �, then one can distinguish 3 cases: either to consider the basic pathfrom ui which starts with the line of � in the direction towards the tail-terminal,or to consider the other directions (which involve also the path copying the slidein direction towards its top node) and to distinguish two subcases depending on



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 57whether � is a head-to-tail or a tail-to-tail section.6.6.3. The second claim of Lemma 5.1 To derive the second claim of thelemma from the �rst one it su�ces to realize that for every i = 1; : : : ; n� 2 thegraph HmorT where T = anH(uiui+1unZ) is a subgraph of Hmor and thereforeevery path from ui to un in HmorT is also a path from u1 : : : ui to ui+1 : : : un inHmor.7. Conclusions7.1. Main results We can summarize the obtained results as follows.Theorem 7.1. (equivalence of criteria)Let G be a CG over N , B be a chain for G, and t 2 T (N). Then, the followingconditions are equivalent:(i) t is represented in G according to the moralization criterion,(ii) t is represented in G according to the separation criterion,(iii) t belongs to the graphoid closure of the input list associated with G and B.(iv) t belongs to the probabilistic closure of the input list associated with G andB w.r.t. the class of strictly positive (discrete) probability distributions.Proof. Consequence 4.1 says (i) , (ii), Consequence 3.1 (i) , (iii), theimplication (iii) ) (iv) follows from basic properties of the graphoid closurementioned in Subsection 2.1. The implication (iv) ) (ii) can be proved bycontradiction: if :hX;Y jZisepG then by Consequence 5.2 there exists a strictlypositive G-Markovian probability distribution P with :fX ?? Y jZ [P ] g. ByConsequence 3.2 P satis�es the triplets from the input list. Thus, hX;Y jZi doesnot belong to the probabilistic closure of the input list w.r.t. the considered classof distributions, which contradicts (iv). 2The previous theorem solves the open question of completeness of the moral-ization criterion, formulated in [17] and [9], with a positive answer. The equiv-alence (iii) , (iv) of the previous theorem can be interpreted also as follows:graphoid properties have been shown to be complete for input lists w.r.t. the classof strictly positive probability distributions. Moreover, (i), (iii) and (i), (iv)imply that both the graphoid closure and the mentioned probabilistic closure ofthe input list does not depend on the particular choice of chain.However, to justify the use of CGs as models of conditional independencestructures for strictly positive discrete probability distributions one needs toprove the following stronger claim which generalizes analogous results for DAGsand UGs from [11, 12].Theorem 7.2. (strong completeness)If G is a CG over N , then there exists a strictly positive probability distributionover N which satis�es exactly those triplets in T (N), which are represented in G



58 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTaccording to one of the above mentioned criteria. In particular, every CG-modelis a probabilistic independency model.Proof. The key property of probabilistic independency models is the follow-ing one. Whenever P1 and P2 are two strictly positive probability distributionsoverN (say P1 de�ned onQi2N Xi and P2 de�ned onQi2N Yi) then there existsa strictly positive probability distribution P1;2 overN such that X ?? Y jZ [P1;2]i� f X ?? Y jZ [P1] & X ?? Y jZ [P2] g. For example, one can de�ne P1;2 onQi2N Xi �Yi by the formulaP1;2([xi;yi]) = P1([xi]) � P2([yi]) for [xi;yi] 2 Yi2NXi �Yi:Thus, if one considers the list of all triplets t1; : : : ; tn 2 T (N) which are notrepresented in G, by Theorem 7.1 for each ti there exists a strictly positiveprobability distribution Pi overN satisfying all triplets represented in the graph,but not ti! By repeated application of the construction above one can obtain thedistribution P1;:::;n which has the desired property. 2Remark. Note that both the concept of strong completeness and the con-struction used in the preceding proof is taken from [12]. The reader should beaware of the fact that the desired distribution obtained may have a pretty largedomainQi2N Xi. The construction presented does not help in the case where oneneeds to construct such a distribution on a domain Qi2N Xi prescribed apriori.Let us note in this context that in the framework of DAGs a (non-constructive)proof of the existence of a distribution given a prescribed DAG-model and adomain was given in [21].7.2. Discussion Let us start the discussion with a (slightly modi�ed) ques-tion raised by a reviewer.Do CGs help us to build better models?Well, we do not feel entitled to answer the question on such a level of generality.We hope that future development in statistics and AI will con�rm the usefulnessof CG-models. Perhaps we can give here a few arguments in favour of CG-models.The �rst argument is that CGs make it possible to describe a wider classof probabilistic independency models involving both UG-models, DAG-models,and recursive causal models from [13]. And not only these models. They areCG-models which cannot be descibed by means of the above mentioned graphs.Thus CGs enlarge the applicability of graphical models for description of condi-tional independence structures of discrete probability distributions. In particular,they allow a more precise inner approximation of general probabilistic models(graphoids) than the classic graphs (UGs and DAGs).The second argument is that in the area of probabilistic expert systems CGsmay perhaps to help represent more precisely structural information obtainedfrom experts. In fact this is one of possible ways of interpretation of CG-models



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 59based on the above mentioned factorization property. We omit the details of thatinterpretation [27] and explain just the main issue. Suppose that we have a groupof experts, and each of them has his/her own area of competence (consisting ofa set of variables). The areas of competence are disjoint and cover all the area of(our) interest. The experts are asked to describe structural relationships amongvariables which they think are relevant to the variables within their areas ofcompetence. Thus, each of them is supposed to provide an UG having as the setof nodes both the area of competence but possibly an area of inuence (consistingof those variables outside the area of competence which the expert indicatesas relevant to some variables within his/her area of competence). To preventdiscrepancy between di�erent experts we order their areas of competence andaccept the rule that experts' areas of inuence will be restricted to the variablestaken from the preceding areas of competence (because the relationships to thevariables taken from the 'subsequent' areas of competence will be described by'subsequent' experts). Our task is to put together pieces of structural informationfrom the experts and represent it properly. Then a certain CG, constructed onthe basis of UGs provided by the experts, provides an exact natural descriptionof the overall amount of structural information.The third argument is that CGs provide not only a uni�cation of classic graph-ical models but also (perhaps surprisingly) exhibit more elegant mathematicalproperties (we have in mind the original interpretation of CGs given in [16]).Frydenberg [9] showed that every class of Markov equivalent CGs contains adistinguished representative which he called the largest chain graph (it has thegreatest number of lines within the class of Markov equivalent CGs). Note thatthis result has no analogy in the case of DAGs: Markov equivalent DAGs haveno distinguished members and have to be represented by more general math-ematical objects, like for example, essential graphs [3]. This fact causes manycomplications for search procedures within the class of DAG-models (that is, theprocedures for estimation of the most suitable DAG-model approximation on thebasis of statistical data). However, in the case of CGs one can simply representevery CG-model by the corresponding largest CG and search within the classof the largest CGs only. One just needs a suitable graphical characterization ofthe largest CGs. Note that the paper [26] describes a recovery algorithm whichon the basis of a given CG-model �nds the corresponding largest CG. Moreover,an algorithm which converts every CG into the corresponding largest CG is pre-sented there and this leads to a certain graphical characterization of the largestCGs. However, an even more natural and simpler graphical characterization ofthe largest CGs was found very recently [29]. Thus, it may appear to be a moreconvenient approach to represent even the classes of Markov equivalent DAGsby the corresponding largest CGs!7.3. Open questions Let us comment on the results achieved in this paperand formulate the corresponding open problems. The new separation criterion,based on the concept c-separation has its own signi�cance. For example, it easily



60 M. STUDEN�Y AND R. R. BOUCKAERTimplies that every CG-model satis�es the following property from [22][hX;Y jZi & hX;W jZi] �! hX;Y W jZi composition,which may be complicated to verify using the moralization criterion. One of thereviewer's asked whether c-separation could be interpreted by simple stories asin case of UGs and DAGs. In fact, we have not tried to elaborate such a storyso far although we have a few vague ideas as to how (possibly) to develop suchinterpretation. Of course, such a story would be more complicated than in caseof DAGs because c-separation is a more complicated concept than d-separation(no wonder, that's a natural price for more general models). Nevertheless, weadmit that such a story is important especially for students and consider thisquestion as one of the open problems.Another open question concerns the computational complexity of the c-separation criterion. Perhaps it can be e�ectively used as the basis of analgorithm for testing independency statements represented in a CG providedthat one �nds a clever method of implementation. On the basis of the alterna-tive formulation of the separation mentioned in the end of Section 4 one canconstruct a locally performed propagation algorithm, which for given disjointsets X;Z � N , indicates those nodes y 2 N which are not c-separated by Zfrom X [27]. However, in general, we do not know what is the complexity ofa testing algorithm based on the separation criterion in comparison with analgorithm based on the moralization criterion. Our naive estimate is that theseparation criterion can appear to be more suitable in the case where one has toread a dependency statement from a CG (since one needs to �nd just one activeroute) while in the case where one has to con�rm an independency statementrepresented in a CG the moralization criterion should be more suitable.In [10] the concept of d-separation was generalized to the concept of D-separation to handle more e�ectively the case when deterministic (i.e. function-ally dependent) variables in a DAG are speci�ed. Perhaps c-separation could bealso generalized in this direction, too.Our strong completeness result justi�es completely the use of CGs in proba-bilistic reasoning. However, as mentioned in the remark concluding Subsection7.1, the question of the existence of a probability distribution given a prescribedCG-model and domains for variables remains open. We share the reviewer's opin-ion that such a (perfectly Markovian) distribution exists in the case of non-trivial(i.e. two-element) prescribed domains. We hope that the method used by Meek[21] in the case of DAGs can be extended to the case of CGs. In fact, Meekshowed that under a suitable parametrization the class of non-perfectly Marko-vian distributions with prescribed domains becomes a lower-dimensional variatein the class of all Markovian distributions with prescribed domains. Thus, themain problem seems to be to �nd an analogous parametrization suitable for everyCG (perhaps the parametrization method used in Section 5, for special simpleCGs only, can be generalized for this purpose).Another possible direction of future research activity is to extend the com-pleteness result to more general graphs like, for example, Koster's reciprocal



ON CHAIN GRAPH MODELS 61graphs [14]. We conjecture that our completeness result can be proved in theframework of general hybrid graphs provided that the corresponding concept(like Markovian distribution etc.) can be extended to that case. Our conjectureis inspired by Spirtes [24] who extended the completeness result for DAGs [11]to the case of general directed graphs without problems.A further open question is whether an analogous completeness result can beproved also in framework of other (non-probabilistic) calculi for dealing withuncertainty in arti�cial intelligence [25].From the point of view of the calculus of relational databases and for the classof all probability distributions (i.e. not only strictly positive ones), the semi-graphoid properties are of more interest than the graphoid properties. Namely,if a functional dependency among the variables occurs, then the distribution isnot strictly positive and the intersection property cannot be applied. Therefore,it would be interesting to �nd (for every CG) an alternative list of independencystatements such that the semigraphoid closure of the list is the correspondingCG-model and that the list has minimal cardinality within the class of suchsemigraphoid-generating lists. Of course, as mentioned in the remark concludingSection 3 the number of items of such a list can to exceed the number of nodesin the CG in general.In [4] criteria for reading conditional dependence statements from a graphwhich is a minimal I-map [22] of some graphoid were developed (both in the caseof UGs and DAGs). Is it possible to develop a similar criterion for CGs whichpreferably generalizes these two graphical criteria?In [22] UG-models were characterized as independency models satisfying cer-tain properties (axioms), analogous to the graphoid properties. Similar propertiesfor DAG-models were formulated there too, although they do not characterizeDAG-models completely. It would be interesting to �nd such an axiomatic char-acterization of CG-models.Acknowledgments. We thank the reviewers for their helpful comments,Dan Geiger for his constructive discussion, Nic Wilson for help with terminology,V�aclav Kelar for preparation of special TEX fonts, Thomas Richardson for cor-rection of (not only) grammatical lapses, and Franti�sek Mat�u�s for advice leadingto the example from Figure 5. Our thanks are also devoted to the Isaac NewtonInstitute for Mathematical Sciences, University of Cambridge, UK. The revisedversion of this paper was prepared while the �rst author was a visitor there.REFERENCES[1] Andersson, S. A., Madigan, D. and Perlman, M. D. An alternative Markov propertyfor chain graphs. Uncertainty in Arti�cial Intelligence 12 (E. Horvitz, F. Jenseneds.) 40{48. Morgan Kaufmann 1996.[2] Andersson, S. A., Madigan, D. and Perlman, M. D. On the Markov equivalence ofchain graphs, undirected graphs and acyclic digraphs. Scand. J. Statist. 24 (1997)81{102.[3] Andersson, S. A., Madigan, D. and Perlman, M. D. A characterization of Markovequivalence classes for acyclic digraphs. Ann. Statist. 25 (1997) 505{541.
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